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SGA Briefs
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
The Student Government Association (SGA) had a
packed meeting Tuesday, March 29, discussing everything from the new fraternity on campus and possible
tuition increases to issues with honor and judicial board
medallions and a medical amnesty bill.
The meeting started with open forum, in which
senators brought forth several discussion points. There
were some issues a few weeks ago with slow lines in the
Lankford Student Union. A R A M A R K has hired more
people and just got through training them, so hopefully
the congestion in the café will lighten up.
One senator expressed she heard complaints that the
Student Finance Committee (SFC) process was confusing for students who were coming forward to request
money. She suggested they make the language easier
to understand and work on their people skills to make
it more efficient. She also brought up Longwood saw a
ton of students applying for peer mentor, desk aides and
resident assistant positions, and she wants the school to
look intofindingmore jobs on campus for students.

ope Rally
Raises Suicide
Awareness

Several organizatione participated In the event, taking donatlone as well as raising awareness for suicide prevention and substance abuse.

MICHELLE M O O D H E

Layout Editor

I t ' s a topic that is difficult to discuss, one so sensitive it is often avoided. Suicide is unlike any other
loss. The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
(AFSP) is an organization working to help prevent
and understand suicide. This foundation works across
the country to help and provide resources for those in
seek or need of help in regarding depression and/or
suicide. At Longwood University, students have rallied together to provide these resources at the college
and community level.
The Hope Rally is an event hosted and sponsored by
Longwood senior Crissy Field, Peer Health Educators,
the Unity Alliance, Hampden-Sydney College (H-SC),
Campus Ministries, and Alpha Phi Omega (APO) on
March 25. Field one of the main coordinators of the
event described the cause in one word: "inspiration."
The main "vibe," as Field described, is hope and in-

spiration.
The goal of the event is to get people talking, because this does not only affect students at universities,
but affects a whole community. Peer Health Educators
President and junior Zachary Highland said, "Last semester, Crissy approached us, so she came and asked.
Since we do education like substance abuse and help
promote better lifestyles and we thought it would be
perfect for us." Health and Wellness Center Wellness
Coordinator Sasha Gregory explained, "Suicide is
definitely a public health issue, it's one we care a lot
about, and we care about a lot of the issues."
The event opened up with a speech by Sarah Mallan
explaining The Hope Rally and honored Field for her
efforts with the event's organization. Students were
free to walk around the many tables set up, sponsored
by the various organizations. Each table had information regarding suicide prevention, substance abuse,
emotional abuse and more. Representatives from the
organizations were on sight, talking to those interested in prevention.
See H O P E , page 4

Students have been having problems with SGA elections on Blackboard. Some have been kicked out of the
system after opening it and other students can only see a
handful of the people running. Some senators suggested
using Firefox to access the ballot, and others said to
contact Blackboard or the Help Desk to get the ballot reset. See our article in the special section election
coverage for more information.
' One senator would like fo see Longwood coordinate
their spring break with other schools. Another senator expressed that the LancerCASH ID center should
always have change for when students put money on
their card. President Brittain mentioned that they are
trying to get the machine to accept LancerCASH up in
the Cashiering office, but they were reluctant to purchase the machine. He remarked on how it was ironic
that Longwood could sell the machine to other businesses and get them to use LancerCASH, but Longwood
couldn't sell it to them.
The Board of Visitors (BOV) was looking at a tuition
increase during their meeting this past weekend. The
numbers of a four tofivepercent increase were tossed
around in the beginning, but when they got into the
meeting, numbers like 10,11 and 12 percent started to
be tossed around. "We have a public university with private school feel and a private school cost," said Brittain.
Vice President Brandon Fry expressed concerns that if
we raise tuition anymore, we will start to lose students,
and one senator echoed that she is already pretty sure
she cannot return to school next semester. The BOV
decided to table the tuition discussion until a special
session meeting right after May Commencement.
Phi Mu Delta is a new fraternity on campus. They
have been approved by the Inter-Fraternity Council
(1FC) and their application arrived in the SGA office
today.

See A M N E S T Y , Page 6

Big Event Increases in Population, Job Sites
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

Saturday, March 26 was Longwood's day to give
back to the community that supplies so much to
the campus. The third annual Big Event, the largest campus-wide service project Longwood hosts,
was held from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. The day of service
brought together a number of volunteers, representing an array of organizations from across campus.
It all began in 2009 when The Big Event was
brought to campus. The debut year featured only
90 participants. Last year, it grew to 560 students.
This past weekend, that number grew even more
to just over 650. Also increasing was the number of
job sites this year. Thefirstyear, only 12 job sites
wererepresented.Last year, 50, and this year saw
a total of 70 job sites, making it the most active of
all. That number meant each job site would have
roughly nine people.
Director of The Big Event Molly Spraker said
many of the jobs were found through the Farmville

Herald. "Most of our job sites are residents
who can't get out in the yards themselves."
She said a lot of the business check out their
website, www.longwoodbigevent.org and
submit jobs.
The mission of the event is to "promote
campus and community unity as students
join together to express their gratitude for the
continuous support that the Farmville community offers us during our college careers,"
that according to their website.
Big Event Day-of Chair Allie Smith said she
was glad the rain held off since early forecasts showed a possible soggy day. She said
throughout the day, some jobs ended early,
but they were anticipating that. "We're just
calling around seeing who needed extra people at their sites," Smith commented.
Junior Christy Savage participated in the
event with Student Educators for Active
Leadership (S.E.A.L) at The Big Event.
Left to right: Amanda Buckley, Emily Brooke, Allie Marehell, end Alex Moneymeker
chipped peint for their assigned service project on March 26.
Rmd more at therotundaonline.com.
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The 2:46 Movement: A Unique Art Performance
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If you happened to walk close to Ruffner and Grainger around 2:50 p.m. Friday afternoon, you probably saw about
25 people, some faculty, but mostly
students, lying on the concrete dressed
in or carrying something white. This
was the end result of a campaign for
The 2:46 Movement that was formerly
called The 2:46 Wave. In less than a
week, this idea was born and carried
out on the Longwood campus.
The premise of the movement was to
honor, remember and support the Japanese community in the wake of the horrendous earthquake and tsunami that
occurred Friday, March 11. Participants
were asked to wear or carry something
white because the color is the symbol
of mourning in Asian countries. At 2:46
p.m., participants laid on the ground
for ten minutes to show their support.
The idea was spurned by visiting
Brazilian artist Isabela Prado and the
18 students in this spring's Contemporary Art History Class, taught by
Department Chair and Professor Dr.
Erin Devine. According to sophomoreJeanne Howe, a student in the class,
2:46 symbolized the time in which the
tsunami struck the shores of Japan on
March 11, just two weeks prior to the
event on campus.

Photo By: Morgan Gtano

oil and sea salt, as well as creating hun- ognized what the movement was and
dreds of geometric spheres entirely out some even lied down with the other
of sugar and water. She plans to have a participants after the movement had
bigger performance of the sugar piece begun.
later this year.
In addition, two students were very
outspoken
against the creation of the
The 2:46 Movement caught the attention of many through Facebook. A movement. Seniors Chris Smith and
Facebook event was created after Prado Patrick Robbins were very vocal on the
Prado is from Belo Horizonte, Brazil arrived on campus, and word quickly event's Facebook page, proclaiming
and married with two children, and spread. By Friday morning, there were disgrace, not fund-raising for Japan,
all four attended and participated in 208'listed as attending, 164 maybe, 252 and other opinions. Attempts to conthe movement with faculty and stu- not attending, and 1,315 yet to replied. tact Smith were not returned, but Robdents. She came to Longwood to give However, only 25 Longwood commu- bins responded expressing his interest
two consecutive workshops to the art nity members along with Prado and in writing an opinion /editorial piece
department on Wednesday, March 23 her family initially attended. After with his thoughts on the movement.
and Thursday, March 24, with a perfor- some research, several of the attendees
The 2:46 Movement was very unique
were
Prado's
friends
responding
from
mance later on Friday, March 25 at the
in terms of art expression here on LongLongwood Center for the Visual Arts other states and countries, including wood's campus. Although physical
Delaware, Chicago, California, New presence of faculty and students ap(LCVA).
peared limited, the power of social netFreshman Morgan Glasco, who at- York and Prado's own hometown.
The Facebook event was widespread, working and word-of-mouth was cleartended both of Prado's workshops last
week, said she is a "performance artist, and Devine sent (¿tit a mass e-mail to all ly evident. The bonds and sentiments
which means the body is the work of art students on Friday morning, so why that Longwood students and faculty
share were clear, with many coming toart," as opposed to other media such didn't more people show up?
as paint, charcoal, photography, and
One possible reason was because the gether to show support during a global
so on. Some of Prado's performances movement occurred when classes were tragedy.
have included covering herself in olive changing. However, several people rec-

Registration Problems Cause Student Frustration
JAMIE C U F T

frustrated comments flooded
Facebook.
"I think they forgot ... just
Many Longwood seniors, plain forgot that registration
graduates, Honors, athletes, was today. They have us all
and approved students with up at 6 a.m. for nothing,"
disabilities woke up before wrote Amanda Haymans at
sunrise on Thursday, March 6:23 a.m. on The Rotunda's
24. Registration for classes Facebook wall. Another stuwas set to open at 6 a.m. dent proposed that The RoHowever, students soon real- tunda write an article entiized they were unable to ac- tled, "Tired Students Despise
cess the classes for Fall 2011 myLongwood For Not Workbecause that option wasn't ing on Registration Day."
available. Students were only
Other students complained
able to view the class list for that registration should have
the fall semester and when been at midnight, as it was
on the registration page, the last semester, reasoning that
only option available was for most college students are up
Spring 2011. The problem af- that late anyway.
fected all the students trying
At 9:04 a.m., students reto register, not just a few.
ceived the first e-mail of two
"I personally woke up 30 regarding the delay. "Please
minutes early, scrambled to be informed that we are expemy computer and logged on riencing technical difficulties
to find that I couldn't even with the registration process
enter my PIN number," said and that the registration sessophomore
and
Cormier sion that was scheduled to
Honors College (CHC) stu- begin this morning at 6 a.m.
dent Gil Hall. "I then stayed was not made available at
awake for the next hour, that time," read a message
pressing the refresh button from Vice President of Inforto make sure I got the classes mation & Instructional Technology Services and Chief
that I needed."
Senior Samantha Zerio re- Information Officer Dr. Frank
called "frantically contacting Moore.
"They need to open it when
everyone I knew who was
signing up, in the hope that they say they're going to
my computer was not the open it, and they need to send
timely e-mails when the webonly one failing."
A sort of panic descended site malfunctions," said Jamie
over many students. As more Leeuwrik.
of those who were trying to
Moore explained once they
register started realizing that found out there was a probmyLongwood wasn't work- lem, a team of engineers being, a stream of angry and gan working. "We went live

Features Editor

at 6," Dr. Moore later said,
"and at 6:20 we noticed there
was a problem. We already
had people here." From that
point, the staff worked diligently to get the problem
fixed.

"/ personally woke
up 30 minutes
early, scrambled to
my computer and
logged on to find
that I couldn't even
enter my PIN
number."
Some students were more
forgiving than others. "I feel
like everybody got really angry about it and freaked out,
but we should've known this
would happen. I didn't get
that much heartache over it,"
said C H C student Kristyn
D'Angiolillo.
Despite the complaints that
circulated student to student,
Moore, and Registrar Glenn
Parker both reported no complaints being sent to their offices on Thursday. "I had one
student e-mail me who said
she was concerned about getting her classes," Moore said.
Though technical difficulties
proved frustrating for many
students, everything eventually worked out. Once the day

began and the university was
able to get people on the job,
the problem wasfixedrather
quickly. Facebook posts indicate that by 9:14 a.m., just 10
minutes after Moore'sfirstemail was sent, the system was
up and running.
"The registration issue has
been resolved and registration is now available. We
apologize for any inconvenience that this may have
caused," read a second e-mail
from Dr. Moore, sent at 9:26
a.m.
Students across campus rejoiced as word spread that the
problem wasfixed.Some professors even let students register during class. Zerio said,
"I was lucky enough to have
Dr. Bates as myfirstclass professor. He very kindly let a
friend and I register for classes during Senior Seminar."
Despite the early morning problems, students were
able to get their classes and
everything turned out okay.
Students improvised and still
managed to register for their
desired classes, even if they
did lose a little sleep in the
process.
Considering the fact that it
is such a large and complicated network, and that this
problem required such close
work with the registrar's office, Moore said getting the
job done in "just about three
hours [was] truly remarkable."

Isaiah Alonso Foundation Walk Celebrates 'A True Superhero'
last year, according to Egeland. She way to donate to lymphoma research.
said after seeing all the people there " W e do more than just support famifor him at his gravesite, "I wanted to lies," said Egeland.
The walk was the first of its kind
Isaiah Alonso was just six years old be there for him too."
Isaiah was close to Egeland, only not and was the debut event Egeland has
when he passed away due to complicageographically.
H e lived in Kentucky, planned through the foundation on
tions from lymphoma, a cancer that affects the lymphatic cells of the immune where his parents still reside today. She campus. She organized it completely
system. To remember the life of Alonso was only able to see him during fam- by herself.
Abby Frank, who attended the walk,
and to help find a cure to extend the ily events such as Christmas and other
said,
"Rebecca is a part of the theatre
holidays.
"
H
e
was
a
great
kid
and
I
enlife of other children with similar ill[department],
so we came out to supjoyed
hanging
around
him,"
she
said.
nesses, the Isaiah Alonso Foundation
port
her."
She
said
she knew it was imwas established shortly after his sud- Egeland described Alonso as being
den death last year. His cousin, junior "smart and kind of funny" and "sweet portant to Egeland that her friends and
other people from her major all came
Rebecca Egeland, brought that mission by nature."
Alonso was a big fan of superheroes, out to show their support.
to Longwood this past Sunday in the
"Rebecca is our friend and she asked
because they were the "good guys,"
form of a memorial walk.
us
to support her and we were glad to,"
explained
Egeland.
"They
were
there
Alonso's life began on April 26, 2004,
said
sophomore Adrienne Johnson.
to
help."
She
described
him
as
"a
true
but it ended all too soon. O n SeptemAlonso
would have been seven years
ber 3, 2010, Alonso was rushed to the superhero" and asked those who came
hospital after collapsing in front of his out to the walk to be the superheroes old on April 26. To commemorate that
parents. He had no prior symptoms for Alonso and other children with date, the foundation is hosting its 1st
Annual Birthday Bash on April 23 in
of any serious disease, but he had un- cancer.
Established in December 2010, the Radcliff, Kentucky, a town with a popknowingly suffered severe brain damage due to lymphoma complications— Isaiah Alonso Foundation is a com- ulation just over 20,000. The event will
a diagnosis doctors didn't provide pletely non-profit, family run organi- feature an auction, carnival games, a
until Alonso arrived at the hospital zation dedicated to working with other basketball tournament and raffles. The
that day. Sadly, he was never able to groups, such as the Ronald McDonald events will kick-off at 9 a.m. with a moregain consciousness, lying still in the House, in providing support to chil- torcycle poker run.
Sunday's walk raised $35 and Egeland
dren with cancer and offering a sense
arms of his mother.
is
still accepting donations throughout
of
hope
fora
cure.
The
theme
of
the
Egeland said the motivation to become involved with the foundation foundation is "Helping one family at a the year. For more information, email
came in part due to the quickness of time." She explained they have events her at rebecca.egeland@live.longwood.
his death. "It all happened so fast," she such as bone marrow and blood dona- edu.
Egeland said Alonso "meant the
said. "It
was such a trag- tion drives. Egeland said Isaiah's parents, Cheryl and Vinnie Alonso, head world to me and my family." She had
edy."
a message for those who came out to
Alonso's en- the foundation.
support her and the foundation SunThe
mission
of
the
organization
is
to
tire school
and the raise awareness for childhood cancer day. "I want to thank everyone just so
m a j o r - and raise money to ease the financial much," she said, while smiling. "It was
ity
of burden on families dealing with such great to see everyone there to help me
his com- crises in Kentucky. They offer financial and support this cause."
assistance to families on an individual
munity
basis as well as emotional support. The
c a m e
out to his foundation doubles as an awareness
group for childhood cancer and as a
funeral

White Diamonds

COREY MORRIS

Neivs Editor

Photo Courtesy: laiahaloosoloundation.org

LU Student Elected to Virginia Nursing Student Association Board
MICHELLE MOODHE

Layout Editor

Longwood University nursing major Marsha Blevins was
elected Secretary of the Virginia Nursing Students Association (VNSA) this past February. The association's goal is to
promote the field of nursing through community service
and student mentoring. Currently there are 75 programs
statewide participating in the V N S A . Blevins will hold this
position for one year until the end of her term date, which

beg^n February 19. Blevins is the only Longwood University. student in the association and has recently traveled to
Charlottesville, the V N S A headquarters, to transition into
her post.
During the Charlottesville meeting, new members where
taught what their newly accepted positions entail and
shadowed their predecessors. Blevins explained her role of
secretary: "Every month we meet in Charlottesville and I'm
in charge of taking all the minutes and pretty much keep
all the info like the treasurer sends me her stuff,
everybody who has PowerPoint sends me their
stuff."
Blevins is also required to send information to
the National Coordinator, for the national students, since the program is organized differently
in each sate.
One of the most important events for the V N S A
is their annual convention that all members attend. This gives the organization the chance to
come together and share ideas among fellow
nursing students. This year the convention will
be held in Salt Lake City, Utah from April 6-10.
Along with being a member of V N S A , Blevins
is the vice president of the Longwood Student
Nursing Chapter. This chapter is similar to the
V N S A but on a smaller level. Each college or university with a nursing program has a chapter that
promotes nursing and leadership throughout the
community.
The Longwood chapter is fairly new, just having started in 2010. "I think especially since
we've had open houses and things like that have
really helped people realize it. Because people
don't know there is a nursing program here yet,
and especially in the years to come, more people
are going to know and it will be a lot bigger,"
said Blevins on the state of the nursing program
at Longwood. The nursing program currently
has seven faculty and staff members. "Professor [Hadley] Sporbert, she's my clinical instructor, we work with her a lot. She is really down to
earth and helps out a lot," said Blevins.
Students in the program use electromechanical
human patient simulators to practice treatment.
" W e have simulation days and we'll have a patient scenario and it's up and running and we
have to give care to her. I like it because it is a safe
environment, it's not a real patient," said Blevins.
These electromechanical human patient simulators will react with certain bodily functions and
respond verbally to students, to give them the
closest feel of dealing with a human subject.
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Forever.
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

T h efirsttime I remember
seeing the screen goddess
Elizabeth Taylor was when I
watched "Cleopatra" (1963).
What a brilliantfilmthat was,
brilliance that showed after it
was able to pick up four Academy Awards.
NEWS
But "Cleopatra" wasn't the
COLUMN
first and it wasn't the last for
the Hollywood beauty. Taylor
was in more than 50films,portraying an array
of characters from A to Z. She was sassy and she
was bawdy at times. She was also a sex symbol,
just like the other glamorous women of Hollywood who stuck around.
Still, her greatest role wasn't that of a character.
It was of herself. Elizabeth TSylor playing Elizabeth Taylor. If she were as popular today as she
was during the highlight of her career, which began at the early age of 12, she would be criticized
worse than any Lohan or Cyrus we've ever seen.
Taylor was always in and out of the hospital, always changing in weight, and always involved in
the lives of other stars who had a problem with
their image, most notably Michael Jackson.
The top of her personal life seemed to come
with her numerous marriages, of which she had
eight, to seven different men. All except one
ended in a divorce. Film star Richard Burton was
husband number six (and seven) and was possibly the most famed of all her men. The two were
closely followed by the press due to their high
standing in Hollywood.
Taylor also had ties to the Commonwealth
through former Senator John Warner, who she
married in 1976 after divorcing Burton. She
wanted to be the husband of a senator, but the
life in Washington and the life of a political counterpart was too much for her. She entered the
Betty Ford Clinic shortly after their separation in
1982 due to depressive tendencies.
While her on-screen gTafiioiir wis geirtainly '
something to gawk at, my iconic image of Taylor
comes not as much with her movies as it does
with her "White Diamonds"commercial. Maybe
it's the music of the commercial. Maybe it's Taylor's intriguing and seemingly endless eyes. Or
perhaps it is the black and white tone.
No. I think it's how she simply says, "These
Boys Brought M e Luck" while taking off her
earrings—jewelry being something Taylor was
attached to. If s ironic because boys never really
brought her a sense of luck since she was always
in and out of relationships. Still, the commercial
is iconic and led to arivalrybetween some of
the top jewelry and perfume brands across the
world, a fact that is still true today.
Taylor began designing jewelry for The Elizabeth Collection (the name implies it all) in an
effort to designfinejewelry forfinewomen,
complete with all the flair that seemed to come
to the lady herself. That's something else you
can gather from the commercial. You can see the
quick flashes of B-roll of Taylor at what looks like
a classic paparazzi shoot, but only she is enjoying
it.
Thaf s primarily because she did enjoy it, the
fame and the glamour. She was at one time the
most beautiful woman in Hollywood and her
classy appeal meant no one would be in her
way. You can stillfindthe jewelry today at some
stories and auction sites. The perfume is still as
popular now as it has ever been. The meaning
for the commercial was to highlight one of her
three perfume brands—"White Diamonds." With
that and the other two scents—"Black Pearls"
and "Passion"—around $200 million was earned
annually in sales. The brand was launched in
1991, making it just over 20 years old, according
to perfume.com.
The white diamonds surround the top of the
glass canister just below where the protective
cover pops off. It's a very simple design other
than that. But the diamonds make it something
special and unique—just like Taylor herself.
Taylor once said something that I think defines
I think who she is. "I don't entirely approve of
some of the things I have done, or am, or have
been. But I'm me. God knows, I'm me." When
it all came to an end, that's what mattered. Not
really what people saw her as, but what she saw
herself as.
Even with her gone, she'll live on forever. And
so will those White Diamonds.
This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and does
not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longioood University.

Shane Adcock Memorial Scholarshipi
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

pany, Jump for Joy, donated a
moon-bounce, and played games
between innings, such as dizzyIn 2006, when Shane Adcock, bat race, relays, and a hula cona much loved and respected 2003 test. Adcock was an Eagle Scout,
Longwood alumnus, was killed and the organizers hoped to have
during Iraqi military service, Je- his Boy Scout Troop 521 at the
romy French '00, Drew Walker game.
Todd Tinsley '00, a fraternity
'02, Loren Hatcher '01, Adcock's
other Phi Kappa Tau fraternity brother of Adcock, played the nabrothers, and more who knew tional anthem on the trombone;
him decided upon afittingway Adcock's father, Maris Adcock,
to honor Adcock. French, who threw out the first pitch; and
originated the Shane Adcock Me- Mike Young '01, was master of
morial Scholarship, approached ceremonies.
Events for Adcock's birthday on
Walker and Hatcher to organize his idea and accompanying March 24 and a Facebook group
were also set up to gather support
events.
The scholarship's kickoff event, for the scholarship. A grassroots
held March 5, was a fund-raiser effort, the scholarship will need
baseball game at Atlee High $25,000 collected over'five years
School, Adcock's alma mater, in but the organizers believe it will
Mechanicsville. Tickets were $5 garner twice as much.
The organizing committee's
and free for children 12 and under, money was raised through other members are Dave McWee
concessions and a raffle, and . '02; John Wiggins '02; Dana Dan"games and audience partici- iels Walker '01; and Lisa French.
pation were held every two in- McWee and Wiggins are also Phi
Kappa Taus.
nings."
Adcock's friends also representMichael Solaimani and his com-

Asst. Features Editor

ed him at the LW3 Benefit Soccer Game on September 18, 2010.
Along with Adcock, Marine Sgt.
Donald Lamar and Army Sgt. Andrew McConnell were honored as
part of the soccer game. Like Adcock, Lamar had been a member
of the Rugby team.
While at Longwood, Adcock
was, along with an officer position in Phi Kappa Tau, an R O T C
cadet, and rugby team member.
Killed Oct. 11, 2006 by enemy
grenade fire striking his Humvee in Hawijah, Iraq, Adcock had
previously been on campaigns in
Afghanistan. He was 27, assigned
to the 3rd Battalion, 7th Field Artillery, 3rd Brigade, 25th Infantry
Division, and stationed at Schofield Barracks in Hawaii.
Adcock is buried in Arlington National Cemetery. Shane
Adcock is also honored with a
bridge in his name carrying State
Route 835 into Hanover County.
For information on the scholarship or to contribute, please email
adcockscholarship@gmail.com.

Sisterhood is Powerful
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
O n Monday, March 21, a
panel was held in Chicester G12
including Farmville native and
Moton School Student Tina Harris, Longwood faculty, former
Dean and Biology Professor
Emeritus Dr. Carolyn Wells, and
Longwood alumna '67 Dr. Anne
Lund. The panel's focus was second-wave feminisim (1960-1995).
Sharing experiences as young
women and young professionals, with Wells able to recount
Longwood's transition to coeducation, the panelists established an important relationship
with the audience. Audience
members either felt confirmation of their experiences if they
were older or eye-opening if they
were younger. Harris' relation of
the school closing and its diversion of her dreams of becoming a
teacher were especially touching
to the audience. Lund related her
time as a student, Wells' mentorship as one of two female biology
professors, and her experience
being refused a loan while her
husband was in graduate school.
The reason she was given for
the refusal was "What if you get

pregnant and can't pay us back."
When Lund arrived at graduate
school, she found that her department had never been intended
for women and so the building
lacked a women's bathroom.
Wells talked about the respect
she garnered for being a helpful
professor. Her experience as a
dean was also talked about with
her appreciation of Longwood
University and the lack of discrimination she faced as a female
professor.
Concerning the impact of second-wave feminism on women's
lives, Associate Professor of Communication Studies Dr. Naomi
Johnson was available to talk
about the gained ability to have
credit and Title IX.
Title IX was clarified by Johnson
to include not only sexual equality with athletics but equality between men and women and male
and female themes in academic
settings. Second-wave feminism
was part of the civil rights act
as well, including prohibition of
job discrimination on the basis of
gender. The movement also had
much to do with the legalized
use of birth control by unmarried women. Johnson pointed
out that second-wave feminism

brought opportunities for coming
generations of women and shows
us our present gender disparities.
When asked about male-female
payment differences, Johnson
called it a complex issue that
depended more on women's differing life circumstances and the
unconscious valuing, by men and
women, of 'men's work.' When
asked if Charlie Sheen typified
men's work, Dr. Johnson had a
good laugh.
Johnson confirmed a 50-person headcount at the panel and
an overall good turnout for the
Women's and Gender Studies
programming. Next year's programming may include feminism
and music, a technological focus, and interesting out of town
speakers. Johnson concluded
with a discussion of second-wave
feminism's efforts to include the
needs of diverse women while
focusing on rights for all women. Her interview promised new
and good thing to come with the
Women's .and Gender Studies
program, solidifying it as source
of information and enlightenment on campus.

Rally Raises Awareness and Donations
Continued from Page 1
Many resource numbers and informational pamphlets were given out as well. Students were also
able to donate to prevention and awareness and
wear beaded necklaces representing a color of how
they had been affected by suicide or substance
abuse.
The Blue Heat Dance Team performed throughout
the night, and the a cappella group Pitch Perfect
sang "Girls Just Wanna Have Fun" and "Walking
on Sunshine." Soon after, student Ashley Russell
performed afirehoop routine that had the crowd
stand in amazement.
H-SC, one of the other sponsors, initially planned
for their own event raising awareness about substance abuse with a candlelight vigil toward the
end of the night. Longwood learned of this event
and both schools teamed up together to create a
campaign that would reach out to a whole community. Assistant Dean of Students for Substance Education at Hampden-Sydney Shawn White, made
a speech on her personal experience with friends
and family, followed by stories from three H-SC
students.
A P O dedicated their philanthropy work to suicide prevention, so it seemed only natural for them
to participate in this event. The Hope Rally raised
approximately $170 in donations for the AFSP. All
proceeds go to research programs, to find new
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techniques and policies to get passed for other suicide prevention methods. The Peer Health Educators have already included the rally into their budget through the Student Government Association.
Campus ministries and Unity Alliance has contact information for those in need of information
regarding prevention and other sources of help. If
you are interested in becoming a part of any of the
previously stated organizations, visit www.longwood.edu, and dick on "Student Life" to learn
more. The suicide hotline is 1-800-273-8255.
The Hope Rally is one of many suicide prevention and awareness events that are held all over the
country. There is an "Out of the Darkness Walk,'
as well as an eventtitled"To Write Love on Her
Arms." Field said, "At the very least I want someone to get a hug."

JJEWS BRIEFLY
Possibility of Government Shutdown
Still Looms
W A S H I N G T O N - The shutdown of the federal government became increasingly likely after backroom negotiations between
Republican congressional lawmakers and the White House over
the funding of the federal government reportedly fell apart on
Friday. The Washington Postreportedthe dispute between House
Speaker John A. Boehner (R - Ohio) and the White House budget
office is not only over the amount of budget cuts, but the manner
in which they are made.
Last month, House Republicans approved a resolution that
would cut $61 billion from the federal budget. Rather than meeting halfway over the amount cut, House Republicans demanded
negotiations begin with the House-approved bill and insisted
Democrats identify cuts they did not agree with. The federal
government is currently operating under a temporary stopgap
measure which will keep the federal government operating until
April 8. The April 8 deadline is the sixth "continuing resolution"
or short-termfixCongress has already passed this year.

Montana Radio Shack Offering Free
Firearm Promotion
HAMILTON, Mont. - Outside of the Radio Shack Super Store
in Hamilton, Montana just off of U.S. Highway 93 is a sign that
reads "Protect Yourself with Dish Network. Sign Up Now, Get
A Free Gun." No mistake was made in the straight-forward sign
and the deal is completely legitimate, according to the local news
source Ravalli Republic. The store, which is franchised, has been
offering free guns to anyone who purchases a Dish Network subscription since October 2010. Steve Strand, who has owned the
Radio Shack for nearly seven years, told the Republic he believes
"itreally,reallyfitsthe Bitterroot Valley." According to Strand,
the promotion has tripled his business. Qualifying customers are
given a gift certificate to Frontier Guns & Ammo, a local firearms
store. There, customers have the choice between a Hi Point 380
pistol and a 20-gauge shotgun, but they must undergo a background check before claiming their firearm.

VT Fined After Delayed April 16
Actions
R I C H M O N D , Va. - Virginia Tech has been fined $55,000 by the
U S . Department of Education after waiting too long to notify
students during a 2007 shooting rampage that killed 32 students,
reported WDBJ7-TV (Roanoke, Va.) Tuesday. The amount was the
maximumfinethe university faced for two violations of the Clery
Act, a federal statute that requires officials toreportcrimes on
campus in a timely manner. Department officials commented the
violation warrantedfines"far in excess" of what was issued. In
December 2010, the department found Tech in violation of the law
after officials waited two hours to notify the campus community
after a gunman, later identified as Seung-Hui Cho, killed two students in a dormitory. The additional 30 students were killed after
the university sent an alert out. Cho then killed himself. In a statementreleasedby the university Tuesday, Associate Vice President
for University Relations Larry Hincker said, "We believe that Virginia Tech administrators acted appropriately in their response ...
based on the best information then available to them at the time."

Protestors Denounce Spending Cuts
in London
L O N D O N , England -More than 250,000 protestors took to the
streets of London to denounce the largest national government
spending cuts made in English history since World War II on Saturday. The A Preportedthat although the protests were largely
peaceful, more than 200 people were arrested in Saturday's demonstrations. Protestors chanted "Welfare not Warfare!" in opposition to the government's proposed cuts. Prime Minister David Cameron's coalition government has proposed £80 billion
pounds (roughly $130 billion dollars) in public spending cuts in
an attempt to control the nation's deficit. The cuts will eliminate
roughly 500,000 public sector jobs and raise the pension collection
age to 66 by 2020.

Abercrombie & Fitch Sells Padded
Bikini Tops Aimed at Eight-Year-Olds
A P - H o w young is too young? Abercrombie & Fitch, one of
America's largest clothing chains, has ignited an outcry of public
condemnation after ABC Newsreportedthe company is selling
padded triangle push-up bikini tops for girls as young as eight
years old. Many parents and children groups are furious over the
padded bikinis, citing the over-sexualization of preteens along
with the potential consequences to self-image and self-esteem.
Dr. Janet Rose, a parent expert, said she feared the padded bikinis will create "girls who will suffer from low self-esteem and
all the issues that go along with that." However; not everyone
agrees the blame lies with Abercrombie. Shirlee Smith, another
parenting expert, believes it is the parents who are ultimately
responsible for their daughters' clothing choices. She blamed the
over-sexualization of young girls on mothers "for not seeing any
further than their own breast implants when it comes to purchasing push-uppers for girls that don't, as yet, actually have any
breasts."
N E W S BRIEFS C O M P I L E D BY IAN SHIH

Lessons in Leadership: President Finnegan, One Year Later
KEENAN CRUMP

Rotunda Reporter
Webster's Dictionary defines the word leader as "a
person who has commanding authority or influence."
Those at Longwood University and in the Farmville
community who have had the opportunity to get to
know President Patrick Finnegan waste no time in describing him, his personality, and his character as nothing short of a leader. It all usually starts with Finnegan's
military background and rank as a brigadier general in
the United States Army.
Consequently, the position of a university president
is inherently a leadership position in Finnegan's mind,
and a fact he was well aware of when he applied for the
job over a year ago. "I think the leadership roles I had as
a military officer were very helpful in preparing me for
this," said Finnegan.
Despite an extensive military background and career,
he also served as a dean of the academic board at the
United States Military Academy at West Point for five
years. "I think, particularly being dean at the Military
Academy, even though it's a different kind of school,
got me into the academic environment and issues beyond just what's in the classroom because the president
deals with, certainly the academic program, but other
facets of student life and community life as well," he
added.
It was that type of experience in academics that has"
been a vital tool for the president's recent plan to take
a look at discovering Longwood's educational identity.
rnoro
w
He and his administration have been developing an President Finnegan watching a home basketball game with his wife surrounded by students.
academic strategic plan to help in those efforts. Interim Longwood "forming a task-force from across the univer- things we need to do to keep tuition further down and
Vice President for Academic Affairs Dr. Ken Perkins has sity weighted toward academics but we'll include stu- at the same time, recognize and reward the members of
been Finnegan's go-to man on this issue and stated that dent life and university advancement and admissions the staff and faculty who need that." He later revealed
the goal of this plan was to determine, "who Longwood because they're all part of this plan," added Finnegan.
that Longwood faculty and staff have not received a
is and where we want to be academically."
Along with the academic strategic plan, Finnegan in- raise in four years, adding, "That's just not a good thing
Throughout this entire process, Perkins said Finnegan herited a budgetary crisis that he and his administra- fbr people."
adopted a bottom-up strategy, allowing faculty and tion were forced to confront immediately. "I knew that
Another agenda item that was a key component of
staff to help foster the discussions on figuring out it was looming out there, but thefinancialsituation, the
Finnegan's initial address to the university last March
Longwood's role in the Commonwealth and moving resource situation, has been sort of a constant, particudealt with his commitment to the school's Division I
forward. When mentioning his role in moving the aca- larly because we want Longwood to be affordable and
athletic programs. He made it a point to show his dedidemic strategic plan forward, Perkins added Finnegan accessible to those who might not have the opportunity
cation to athletics on campus and pledged to see to it
"believes that I can handle my position without a lot of to get an education elsewhere," he said.
that Longwood gained conference affiliation under his
help from him and that's good."
Two of the major issues visible within the financial watch.
According to Finnegan, the academic strategic plan burdens the university has faced have been what to do
would include more than just the university's edu- with tuition and how the school retains its faculty and
cational programs but would encompass everything staff. Finnegan noted, " W e haven't been able to do the Read more at therotundaonline.com.
Longwood has to offer students. This would involve

Cook-Cole College
April Events 2 0 1 1
SARAH SCHMADER

Layout Editor

O n Monday, March 28, Associate Professor of Sociology Dr. Carl Riden presented
"Express the Outrage: The History and
Legacy of the Riot Grrrl Movement" as
one of thefinalevents to celebrate Women's History Month.
Throughout the month of March, the
Women's and Gender Studies program
in conjunction with Riden and Dr. Naomi Johnson, associate professor of Communication studies, has hosted various
events to honor women's history. The
events have taken place every Monday
and Wednesday during each week of the
month with topics ranging from eco-feminism to women'srightsin Farmville.
"One of the things that we really wanted
to focus on is actual women's history,"
Johnson said. "I think in the past many of
the Women's History Month events have
been focused on women activism, which
obviously is important, but I thought
it was really important to look at where
have we come from in this country as
women."
Johnson said that there are many rights
that women sometimes take for granted,
and those rights haven't always existed.
"I think if s good to look at the past to see
where we've come from in order to inspire us as we continue to move forward."
The presentation on Monday was geared
toward the influence thatriotgrrrl music
had on women's rights and the feminist
movement as a whole. Riden explained
that radical feminism was actually born
in the 1960s as women who opposed existing political and social organizations in
general because there were tied to patriarchy.
Riden said, "These women started to
take part in a kind of activism that was
much more about women coming together and doing consciousness raising and
working on how to change their lives in
the here and now, not in some kind of system or through laws that will hopefully
improve.things in the future."

Riden explained the roots of theriotgrrrl
movement lay in punk rock. Artists such
as Patti Smith, The Slits, and X-Ray Spex
heavily influenced riot grrrl musicians.
Some of theriotgrrrl bands even started
touring with the punk and grunge bands
of the time and were considered friends,
such as Kathleen Hanna of Bikini Kill and
Kurt Cobain of Nirvana.
The hardcore punk scene, such as Circle
Jerks or Bad Brains, isreallywhat made
thisriotgrrrl bands come out of the woodwork. Women felt isolated, unsafe, disrespected in the punk subculture, so they
created their own. Some of the bands that
emerged from the punk scene included
Bikini Kill, Bratmobile, Huggy Bear, and
Babes in Toyland.
"They were trying to make a space for
feminity in punk, which was something
that was certainly lacking," Riden said.
Riden also passed around theriotgrrrl
zines of the time. These zines, like the
zines of the punk scene, allowed for the
girls of the movement toreachout to one
another through letters and spreading
their message. It eventually led to the creation of the Riot Grrrl Press.
Even after most of theriotgrrrl bands
stopped performing and disbanded, their
influence still lives on today in many
forms such as venuszine.com, a women's
fashion, DIY, and music zine, as well as
through bands like The Gossip or The Distillers (though they've since broken up).
Freshman Melissa Michel thought that
Riden did a great job highlighting the
major bands and points. "It was shocking
to find out that there was even an event
about this movement, and taught by an
ex-punk no less! She threw in a lot of interesting stories about some of the girls,
and her own life, which wasreallyawesome."
Michel said that she's found many of the
people that Riden discussed huge inspirations in her own life.

Read more at therotundaonline.com.

I.2

Medieval Conference - Dark Knights and Dingy Castles - Chichester/Dorrill All Day

I-3

0-60-10 Minute Play Festival -Lab Theatre

7:00

Danielle Minnick • Senior Voice Recital - Wygal

3:00

2

Dabney Broaddus - Senior Voice Recital -Wygal

7:30

3

Lauren Kushner/Amanda Herrara - Senior Voice Recital

4:00

6

Spanish Language Film Festival • Volver- Wygal

7:00

7-0

Longwood Theatre: The Underpants-Mainstage Theatre

7:00

9

Senior Art Show w/ Reception - LCVA

5:00

10

FINE ARTS WEEK BEGINS

1o

Longwood Theatre: The Underpants - Mainstage Theatre

3:00

1o

Joseph Mann - Music Alumni Piano Recital - Wygal

4:00

II-15

Various Artists on Brock Commons

noon

II.15

Dance performances - Various

1:00

11

Erin Wind /Shannon Rivera - Music Alumni Recital - Wygal

7:30

12

Chris Swanson/Lisa Kinzer Faculty Recital - Wygal

7:30

13

Botanical Abstractions -Art Reception - Chichester Greenhouse

4:00

13

Spanish Language Film Festival • Maria Eres ttena de Gracia Wygal

7:00

14

Music Department Recital - Wygal

3:30

14

KOYAANISQATSI (Life Out of Balance) -film -Wygal

7:30

14-16

Longwood Theatre: The

7:00

15

Lloyd Arneach - Cherokee storyteller - Bicentennial Park

noon

15

Art Demonstration I Open House - Bedford/Brock Commons

3:00

15

Women Without Men - Art film - Wygal

7:30

16

Camerata Singers Concert - Farmville United Methodist Church

7:30

16

UnderpantsTheatre

FINE ARTS WEEK ENDS

17

Longwood Theatre: The Underpants - Mainstage Theatre

3:00

17

Charlotte Trant/Matthew Tewksbury - Senior Recital

7:30

19

Wind Symphony/Jazz Ensemble Concert - Wygal

7:30

20

Spanish Language Film Festival - Valentin - Wygal

7:00

21

Psychology Department Senior Poster Session - Lankford

3:00

26

University Choir Spring Concert - Wygal

7:30

27

Spanish Language Film Festival - Wygal

7:00

29

Communication Studies Poster Session - Lankford

3:00

30

jifflL English Senior Seminar Mini-Conference - Grainger

6:30-3:30
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SGA Election Coverage

Student Body I write to you not to endorse a candidate this election season, but rather I hope to stress the importance of educated voting. I see many candidates trying to persuade you for
their vote by explaining their on-campus involvement. Does this show you that they're experienced? Perhaps, on paper. Of course, I do not expect you to gettoknow every
candidate on a personal level, but rather I challenge youtoresearchthe quality of their work. Know the person who will serve as your senator, justice, or board member will
be an incredible asset. For example, please don't feel pressured to vote for all eleven positions of the fourteen candidates when you feel only three are qualified. Only elect
those men and women you K N O W will make the impact your campus community needs. Let your voice be heard; vote with education and intention.
Caledonia Glen Darling

My Fellow Lancers,
When voting for your next Student Body President, it is important that you really
know your candidate. I could continue to tell you how I have contributed to the
Student Government throughout my tenure at Longwqpd, but I think the biggest
problem on this campus is that most students do not know what the Student Government has the power to do, and how it can specifically help you. You should
know who I am; you should see that I am just like you. I'm concerned with the
things you're concerned with, and I love the things that you love. For example, I
like orange soda, SpongeBob, TFLN, P-Fin and his adorable wife, and Miss Betty.
I dislike Farmville's lade, of a fourth meal at Taco Bell, Jenelle from Teen Mom,
sweating in the Stu U Café, and long lines at Walmart.
I will encourage your involvement, listen to your voice, and act on your concerns.
Most importantly, I will educate Y O U on what your government can do for you. I
would like toreorganizethe Student Government so that all studentsregardlessof
age, race, or class have a voice on campus. I would like to get Y O U involved in the
decision making process and give Y O U an opportunity to be a citizen leader.
Please vote! Show that you are passionate about this campus and want change.
Let me help you! Vote Gina DeMarco for Student Government President.
Gina DeMarco

My name is Brandon Fry and I am running for the office of SGA President. I ask
for your support as I enhance therelationshipbetween you and the SGA by allowing me to work with the Senate to push them out of the Student Union and into the
campus at-large and tackle issues thatrelatedirectly to you. I am fully qualified for
the position of SGA President through my past leadership within the SGA. I have
followed the past three SGA presidents and have learned directly through their leadership the traits that it takes to be the President of the student body. I have served on
the Executive board for the past two years and have seen many issues come before
the student Senate. Through my experience, I have the knowledge to educate you
on the issues that face the student body and the experience to put these issues to
rest. If elected, I promise you that I will be more accessibletoyou by going out of my
way to meet clubs and organizations to see how the SGA may assist them in their
efforts and how the SGA could assist you as a student of Longwood University. Vote
for me and I will be the candidate that will PUT STUDENTS FIRST!
In the Blue and White Spirit,
Brandon Fry
Longwood University Student Government Vice-President
Student Representative to the Longwood Board of Visitors

Students Experience Blackboard Voting Problems
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

Voting for Student Government Association (SGA)
positions for the upcoming academic year is proving to
be a headache for some students again this year. However, for now, the problems do not seem to be as extraneous as what the campus saw last year. Voting opened
Monday morning at 8 a.m. for students via Blackboard.
Since then, a number of problems have been reported.
Many claim it is because of Blackboard, but Blackboard
Administrator JaBari Scott said user error might be the
cause of some of the troubles.
Scott said the system is currently "behaving as it
should." He noted that some students are experiencing problems because they may be using an Internet
browser not compatible with the system. "Our version
of Blackboard doesn't support Internet Explorer 8.0,
which many students are using." He said university
computers have Internet Explorer 7.0 and Firefox 3.0
to 3.5, which are both compatible with Blackboard. A
notice regarding the browser compatibility issue was
placed on Blackboard today.
However, the majority of the problems come with students being kicked out or locked out of voting.
Scott said he and SGA Elections Chair Emily Van
Daniker have been in contact regarding the concerns
students have been expressing. Such concerns have
ranged from not being able to vote all the way to being
completely locked out of voting. "I can't speak globally
on what problems individual students are having," said

had been sent. "I wasreallyconfused because when I
clicked the 'See Results' [button], it said it hadn't been
He noted that some of the students who will use Blackcompleted. Holman said she went on to vote again and
board to vote might rarely use the system. And when
everything worked fine.
they do, it is usually with taking quizzes or something
"I was afraid I wouldn't be able to vote," she said.
similar in class on university computers, which run off
Van Daniker said the quickest way to report a problem
of one of the compatible browsers pre-mentioned. Scott
is by e-mailing Scott at blackboard@longwood.edu. She
said some students only use Blackboard to vote during
said the issues started shortly after voting commenced.
SGA elections, as it's not required for each class.
"I got a text a«. 8:30 in the morning on Monday from
Van Daniker said it is possible for someone to be resomebody that said it wasn't working," she said.
admitted to the system so they can get back in and vote.
The issues are somewhatreminiscentof last year's votShe said a vote is not counted until the student clicks
ing problems. O n the final day of voting last year, SGA
the "Submit" button. When you are kicked out of the
voting was made unavailable to students due to a user
voting page, the ballot will be seen as incomplete. Even
error. Furthermore, browser compatibility issues and a
an incomplete ballot will lock a student out from voting,
lack of communication plagued election week, accordbut can be unlocked by the administrator.
ing to an April 14 issue of The Rotunda.
Sophomore Nicole Kvasnicka said she was able to vote
''The main problem last year," said Van Daniker," was
on Monday for her 2013 class council, but not for SGA,
people hitting 'Save' instead of 'Submit.'" She said the
Honor Board, or Judicial Board positions. "I was real400 votes that were not counted last year were because
ly bummed," she said. Kvasnicka said she was locked
of that problem. This year, while voting, a question on
out from voting for other positions aside from the class
the ballot asks students whether or not they understand
council seats because the system told her she had altheir vote does not count until they hit "Submit."
ready voted. Kvasnicka did note she was using Internet
Van Daniker did notreleasethe number of successExplorer 8.0.
ful student submissions thus far in the election process
Senior Amanda Holman had a more extensive probbecause she is not privileged to access that data. Scott is
lem. She was almost done voting when the system
the only individual able to see those numbers.
kicked her out. She said she was trying to vote and had
With only three days left to cast ballots, Van Daniker
all of her submissions checked except one. "Then I tried
urged the student body to "go vote," if they've yet to do
to move to the bottom of the page to hit 'Submit,'" she
so. Voting ends at 5 p.m. Friday, April 1.
said, "and it went to the exit screen and wouldn't let me
go back in again to vote." She did not click "Submit."
She said the screen that came up said her submission
Scott."

Amnesty Bill Introduced at SGA SGA Candidates 1
secured. Now the two boards cannot schools have passed away from alcoholafford the medallions, and the Office of related issues, and the hope is by putting
this type of policy in place, officials can
Some senators signed off on it so it came Honor and Judicial Programs will forprevent that from happening at Longstraight to the Senate for a vote. Consti-ward the bill to the SGA. Treasurer Mary
wood.
Catherine
Hoyt
explained
that
i
t
would
tutions are suppose to be reviewed prior
The way the policy works is if a student
to the meeting by the historian so he be a sticky situation, and although it's
has a chance to clear up any confusion not the SGA's fault this happened, they asks for help because they are intoxicated they will not go to Judicial Board.
and get questions answered. According needed to take care of the situation.
Elections Chair Emily Van Daniker This policy does not clear them of any
to some senators, the constitution was
shoved to the front of the line, bypassingsaid she had never been more disap- trouble with off-campus police, and they
others that had been waiting for a while. pointed in the process. She felt like it wasonly by-pass Judicial Board once. Also,
the students have to be proactive and
Dane Summerell, president of IFC, notfairto the students to have the miscontact emergency services, police, an
spoke up and said that it's not the or- take allocated out of their general funds.
RA, or REC to get assistance. A student
ganization's fault that the constitution Brittain took responsibility for ordering
cannot use this if an RA or a policeman
went through without following the medallions and the motion was passed
catches them. This is just a measure in
to
take
care
of
the
situation
for
the
time
proper procedure. The constitution is
extreme circumstances to make sure
being.
still being looked at.
those who really need help get the help
During the SFC report, $1,260 was re- The last topic of discussion was a pos- they need.
allocated from security to novelties for sible medical amnesty policy. Many colVoting for SGA elections is in progress,
the senior class. They over budgeted for leges and universities have it, includand
available on Blackboard. Voting
ing
the
College
of
William
and
Mary.
security so they are finding a better way
ends
Friday, April 1 at 5 p.m. The next
Instead
of
sending
students
to
Judicial
to use the funds. A total of $105 was alloSGA
meeting will be held on Tuesday,
cated to the Ballroom Dancing Club for Board, they meet with a counselor to disApril
5 at 3:45 p.m. in the BC Rooms of
cuss options such as alcohol classes and
weekly lessons.
the Student Union.
A motion was passed to overturn by- counseling appointments.
The whole purpose behind this idea
laws in regard to funding for Honor
is
that when a student is in serious
and Judicial Boards. Then a motion was
trouble
and needs medical assistance,
made to allocate $2,000 for medallions
for graduation. The medallions were they should not be afraid if getting reppaid for before the boards had money rimanded. Several students at other
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Z le/ieVe Brandon fry is ly
. - .
for man/ reaSonS. >y« >'S more than dedicated to the Student Government Association and haS ¿een for many SemeSterS. ^e hoS praVen hiS
/eaiership skills Oicordingly. Through h>S term of office aS SGA Vice
President, he haS demonStrated hiS CompetenCe to /ead the Student
¿ody. >/<• is not on/y ConSiderate of the Student S ConCernS ¿ut a/So
trusttoorthy. We toi//, to the ¿est of hs ali/ities, fo/lovo
through
toith a// of the ConCernS ¿rought ¿efore the Student Government.
W'S
nettoorking sk'J/S are eXCeptionaJ and he iS al/e to a/loCOte reSponSt , li/itieS accordingly to get SituationS taken care of. Z knoto Brandon iS
passionate alout hiS /eadership roleS an campuS and toou/d do a yect
jol OS President of the Student ¿ody.

Gina 2>e Marco is not on/y an amazing friend lut she ¡s a dedicated
student^ a passionate senator- and an honest human leing. She. has
started her po/itica/ career here at Longtoood ujith a. strong start
and only Continues to Strive in a// the she does. Gina Came to Longtoood as a history/ Secondary ¿Education mqjor ¿ut after gettino
Vo/Ved ujith the Student government OS a representative of the CJass
of JOI3 <w /andina a Seàt on Senate, She rea/ized her true ca//ing toaS
to Pre Lato and is toork'ng
in politic s. She changed her mfyor
_ tov
of
S*
coords her dreads of*Someday leing a CongreSStooman.
She has p/anS
of uniting the students of Lonyoood
together and ¿reading dotijn
the Carriers standing ¿ettoeen the ¿ody} making not on/y our Community a more diverse Campus ¿ut focusing on the Senate OS uje// •
tyina has heard the voice of students and rea/izes that in order to
represent the true majority of students on campus,
more
students
/bom different organizations need to get invo/ved and have their Voices
heard. She a/So toants the students and faculty to ignoto hoto approachal/e
the Student Government Association
tru/y is, ¿y informing peop/e of their rights and duty to Longtoood. She toants p>eop/e
to /(noto that SGA is not Something to Se afraid of, ¿ut <S a place
inhere your Voice can ¿e heard and iS appreciated. She is eager to
he/p and listen to students and is ready to Continue on the next year
ujith Serving the students and ¿ui/ding her legacy here. Gina 2>eMarCo
coonts to help you, ¿ut ujithoùft voting her OS Student
Government
President, you ujont See a// of the amazing gfts and opportunities
she is ready to offer. So remem¿er, th¡S toeek, Vote Gina 2>e Marco
OS Student Government President, and ¿e prepared for the ¿est years
to Come.
"i • '
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•
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"Throughout
the past years, Z have Seen G'<na yoto as an individual,
¿ut most/y groto aS a leader. She has tru/y ¿eCome one of the most
influential verniers on the Executive Board of the SGA.
She is O p proac halle, kind and aJuja/S toi Hing to /isten. TheSe fua/itieS make
her the ¿eSt candidate for SGA President. She respects her peers
and a/toa/s pcrts others ¿efore herSe/f, tohich Is important tohen
you toil I ¿e representing the entire Student ¿ody in meetings toith
Board of Visitors and administrators on issues that affect everyone.
Ginas ideas for the future of the SGA are original and attainable
and she toil/ not fuit until her goa/s are achieved. If you vote for
Gina, you toi// not ¿e /et doton.
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Students,

Your feJIoto daSSmat e -

7>ear Lancers,

J P M H M

The foie of Lonyoood
students for the 3(y\-2()\3 School year toi//
le the neto president -elect of SGA and the candidate that Z toou/d
trust to represent me is Gina 2>eMarCo. She has ideas to get the
loho/e campus
involved in SGA, not Just the typica/ peop/e that
h&e ¿een on SGA SinCe they toere freshman. The student ¿ody uji//
¿e ¿etter represented So they can ft our campus.
Z usent to the
presidenti a/ delate and Gina l/eto me out of the toot er. She toaS
genuine toith her anStoerS and once you hear her Speak, you knoto
that she is running ¿eCauSe she /oVeS this School, notjust
¿ecaUSe She needs it on her resume. A/So, t/hS ma/ Sound
cheeSy,
¿ut Z uJOS literal'/y inspired to Join SGA after the delate. Both candidates shotoed me tohat SGA toas rea//y alout and Z rea/ize that Z
could share Some y eat ideas. My faith in Gina as president is endless. Z thin/t she toou/d ¿e alle to thin/? outside the loX and ¿ring
neto improvements to this Schoo/.
And toith free cotton candy, toho
Cou/dn t love her!
- Sara

K

Many thanks,

—Anonymous
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¿Je are a// ausare of the SGA elections that are currently going on
and Z toou/d Hke to take a minute to highlight one of the presidential candidates, Brandon fry. Brandon is fua/ified for this position for
man/ reaSonS. >/« has he/d multiple S<jAposition
including Senator,
Secretary and Vice President.
is an active ¿rother of Theta Chi, a
raduate of the Joan of Arc Leadership Program and ujorked at the
,'MCA in Tärmvi//e for a coup/e of years. Over the past feto year s
Brandon has gotten invo/ved Ujith numerous
Controversi a/ iSSueS on
campus
such as the tuition increases, skateloarding proli em and the
iSSUeS dealing toith Smoking on campus.
Zf Brandon toere to take office as SGn president, he plans to ¿etter the relationship ¿etujeen
Longioood and the toton of TarmvU/e, enhance the relationship ¿etajeen
SGA and the student ¿ody and continue to ¿e invo/ved in the governance of the campus.
A// of the qualities are y eat examples of toh/
Brandon fry should ¿e SGA president, ^e is ready to put the
students
first and have a// of our Voices ¿e heard. Brandon has made an impact
on our campus
of the past Coup/e years and Z am confident that he
u>ou/d continue to do that OS SGA president. P/eOSe Consider Brandon
fry as your Student Government
President.
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Z toou/d like to take this opportunity to /et you See the Side of
Brandon fry that Z k»o*o and tohy he toi// do an exceptionalJO¿
as
your student Body President. Over the past four years that Brandon
haS Served- Longioood"S students on the SGA, he haS shoton unmatched leadership potential and has taken a steadfast approach to
making the voice of the students the forefront priority in the decision mak'ng process,
from gathering student S opinions alout toeekly
issues fazing the campus to speaking olft against tuition increases,
Brandon has continua/ly made the Voice of the students heard. As vie*
president, he has a/ready shoeon the fua/itieS that you ioou/d look for
in a student president. Among theSe, Brandon haS the unique ali/ity to
represent tohat is in our lest interest in every avenue ioh>ch decisions
are made, for the past tcoo years, Brandon has spoken as the voice
of the students Sitting OS a Student Representative to the Board of
Visitors.
Brandon haS staunchly spoken out against excessive tuition
increases and the poSSiMe
effect of thoSe increases on our daily
HveS. >/* is eXCKlt/y the type of person that toe need to represent our hi
' concerns for the Coming year. Z can think of no other person toho is
more fua/ified and more capai!e of representing our needs and making
\ them a rea/ity than Brandon fry. Zf you have not a/ready done so, Z
u>ou/d Strongly encourage you to seriously Consider hm to represent
your Voice in the e/ectionS on
B/ackloard.

« • S
z think Gina 2>e Marco toou/d make an excellent SGA president ¿eher- dedication to /-onguoood University ShineS through in her
every day actions. She is a/toa/s the -first person to ask "ie houj my
day is going. Zf XVr stressed out, she is al/e to find the
So/ution
to the proli em Of hand. iJith her fuick thinking and energetic attitude, she toou/d make an amazing president and toonderfu/ role mode!
for her peers.

Sincerely,
| JameS Pine
vjonor Board Representative

to the

SGA

COUSe

Z choSe to vote for Brandon fry as our next SGA
President
¿ecauSe
Z fee! h'ke Brandon emlodleS everything that Z our next President
should have. Brandon tru/y fives ¿y Longioood S mission
statement
and is devoted making a difference on our campus.
After Serving OS
our SGA
Vice President, Z ¿e/ieVe that it is on/y fitting that he toou/d
Continue to Serve OS President. Z think that OS President, Brandon
toi// ¿e al/e to carry out changes the SGA has a/ready implemented
to make our campus a letter one. Brandon haS the experiences and
ffUa/ificationS to le our next President.

-Anonymous

H

-Anonymous
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Featu res
Last Chance, Gym Rat: Total Body Toning
_

-

10 minutes before the class was scheduled
CHRIS TOBEY
to
start. I made sure to get a pass ahead of
Contributor
time because it was so popular. When we
As I came back to Farmville following got there, we were the only ones.
Initially I thought it would be perfect,
spring break, it seemed as if the Heart
thinking
that there would be no witnesses
of Virginia just switched off winter, and
turned on the summer weather. The bud- in the off chance that I couldn't keep up.
ding trees and blooming flowers were a Then the instructor, Samantha Martin, told
welcoming site as I made my transition us that unless a third person joined us she
back into classes. With eight classes left to would not be able to conduct the class. "It
take to complete the battery of fitness op- would be considered private instruction
tions campusrecreationoffers, I needed to and I am only trained for Group Fitness,"
start early to jump back into the work out Martin explained.
I left the classroom in search of a third
routine I had abandoned over break.
classmate
to find a relatively deserted
Luckily, even though the university did
gym.
A
few
guys were working on the free
not resume classes until Monday, the Fitness Center resumed theirregularsched- weights, but no familiar faces. I ran into a
ule on Sunday with Total Body Toning. I couple guys I knew playing basketball, but
had heard from a number of gym-goers I knew I wouldn't be able to talk them off
and even a few instructors that this was the court. I got so desperate that I asked
one of the hardest and most popular class- a couple strangers, one gym staff person,
es. I thought that, after taking a week off, and even loosely propositioned Dr. Tim
thaf s what I need to get me back into the Pierson, vice president of student affairs.
The strangers were "weirded" out, the staff
gym routine.
My friend Char Gaudette, a special edu- member was working, and Pierson was
cation graduate student, took this class hurrying off to another engagement.
As I walked back towards the classroom
religiously for months but hadn't been
feeling
defeated I ran across Adam, a guy
able to do it this semester due to her work
who
until
now I only knew casually but he
schedule. I convinced her to fit in at least
agreed
to*join us in the class.
one
more V
class.
both Tshowed up
Ul
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I introduced Adam to Gaudette and Mar- too much weight." I learned my lesson and
tin as we got set up, which consists of stag- approached each of the subsequent working lighter weights, a barbell, a Pilates ris- outs with much more prudence.
er, and a yoga matt to create a little fitness Following the squats, the course moved
zone for yourself. This cardio barbell class onto chest and back, biceps and triceps, anis designed to work each muscle group to other lunge focused leg workout, a shoulat least fatigue by targeting them individu- der focused arm workout, and it all culmially for the entirety of afive-minutesong. nated with an aggressive ab routine. Each
It is loosely based off of BodyPump work- set started out deceptively easy, but as we
got into the second and third minute of the
outs.
Martin explained, "The goal of the class routinefinishingthe five minutes seemed
is to build long lean muscle through high impossible. A couple times I did drop out
repetition and low weight." I had done for a fewrepetitionsto catch my breath but
a number of CrossFit workouts that were I kept jumpingrightback in.
based on that concept but this class made it At the end of the workout it seemed like
every muscle had been hit. Some felt sore,
apparent how long it had been.
Thefirstmuscle group we targeted was some were just weak and some were looser
legs. Martin recommended that we start than I had felt them in a while. It was the
with 35 pounds but Adam chose to go for best full-body workout I had experienced
55. I couldn't let him outdo me so I threw in a very long time.
"I normally do two workouts a day,
55 pounds on my barbell as well. I had no
one
muscle endurance and one strength,"
idea how long five minutes could last...
We did squats and lunges on a seemingly Adam said. "It was a good workout for
never-ending cycle. Both Adam and I were muscle endurance, though it did play on
showing fatigue long before Martin or lactic acid buildup a bit."
I was able to sympathize with Adam. The
Char...
following
morning when I woke up I felt
"Youreallyhave to be careful not to try
sorer
than
any workout had made me feel
to do too much yourfirsttime," Gaudette
warned me. "It's better tofinishstrong with in recent memory.
the proper form than to hurt yourself with
Read more at therotundaonline.com
^^^
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Club Spotlight: Longwood Ballroom Dancing
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

•

^

Asst. Features Editor
At Longwood, there are a number of creative and educational extracurricular activities that one could enjoy.
Many times, these manifest in the form of events like
Spring Weekend or trips like those to Arizona or Mardi
gpniig n c c w c i M V> u . ^ »

Gras. However, there is also much to be found loved and
learned with Longwood's many clubs and student organizations. One of these is Longwood's Ballroom Dancing
Club,representedby its President Danielle Hebert. While
relaxing in Longwood's Java City, Hebert discussed the
club's activities and history with evident enthusiasm and
the wish to have it grow even more.
Hosting classes in Curry Commons on Wednesdays
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. and meetings in Jeffers Auditorium on
Thursdays at 7 p.m., the Ballroom Dancing Club is composed of eight to ten active members and a few more that
contribute in other ways. Lessons are $5 per person and $3

with a
a large enough
enoueh group.
eroup. Faculty
Faculty is
is likewise
likewise invited
invited to
to
with
attend. Interested parties can pay in advance with Treasurer Cameron Wright or advisor Sarah Hobgood in the
Academic and Career Advising Center on the Monday before the lesson.
Preceded by a failed Swing Club, the Ballroom Dancing
Club was founded by Hebert andI giraduated former presi
.
c ™-ir>o 9010 H p h p r t . a l i b e r a l art:
dent Katie Hedgepeth in spring 2010. Hebert, a liberal arts
major with a psychology concentration, and Hedgepeth,
a English major minoring in business, had no experience
with ballroom dancing and were inspired by the show
"Dancing with the Stars." Agreeing that it was a good idea
to start the organization, Hebert and Hedgepeth hired a
dance instructor and began to attract interested parties
also allured by the idea of dancing like the showfs contestants.
In addition, to her involvement in the Ballroom Dancing Club, Hebert is also a belly dancer at Longwood. She
said, "I like ballroom dancing because every week I go

to
t o ballroom
b a l l r o o m dancing
dancing and
and it
it gives
givesme
me a way to completely
de-stress, exercise and meet new people." Hebert has also
learned how diverse and "modernized" it is and that anyone can learn to ballroom dance.
The Ballroom Dancing Club will also be performing for
Spring Weekend with a "Passport to Farmville" theme, an
emphasis on Spain. The performance will largely feature
Spanish ballroom dancing styles.
As one of the many expanding and fun organizations
that populate the campus landscape, the Ballroom Dancing Club serves to improve the student's quality of life.
Just as older professionals look for ways to cool off from
their daily schedules and responsibilities, the Longwood
student should go out and relax by some activity, some
motion of the body that does not involve trekking from
class to class or diving into paper after paper. Longwood's
Ballroom Dancing Club promises to deliver this healthy
distraction in spades.

Local Businesses Showcased at Longwood
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
On TUesday, March 29, a Local Employer Showcase was hosted in
Blackwell Hall with about a dozen representatives of organizations
taking student interns and employees. From 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Farmville employers as Longwood's Walk to Camus Properties and
Farmville Area Habitat for Humanity were featured. Representatives were highly responsive, informative and allowably casual with
prospective workers.

side Community Hospital Cafeteria. Currie also
Hoke Currie with Senior Citizens of Prince Edward (SCOPE) /
commented that Meals on Wheels really appreciMeals on Wheels discussed his organizations' activities and record
ates its relationship with Longwood students who
with 68 current clients servedfivedays a week SCOPE has had stuhave been a source of interns and volunteers. Event
dent interns for the last three to four years almost every semester and
proceeds are also promised from Longwood orcurrently has one helping with the Farmville Wine Festival. Started in
ganization C.H.A.N.G.E. and Alpha Sigma Alpha
January 2001, it is a nonprofit organization supported by the efforts
was noted for supplying seniors with sugar cookies
of several churches and the Farmville Area Ministerial Association.
and Valentine's Day cards.
Starting with a $14,000 budget has continued its community-based
operations to serve 125,000 meals. Some pay for these meals and oth- Longwood alumna Patrice Carter was available
ers have them delivered free from where they are prepared at South- to explain the Robert Russa Moton Museum's primary role. Carter said the museum has a primary
role explaining Prince Edward County's history
and working closely with county schools on both
the collegiate and grade levels. Outreach to schools
was also emphasized though the museum is under
construction and opening in July for tours. Carter
also pointed out that Moton's three student interns
hail from Southside Community College, Longwood University, and Prince Edward County High
School, respectively. Student interns' jobs often include book-keeping, organizing special events, and
public advertising. Carter noted that she had been
nine months on the job at Moton, enjoys her work
and got the internship initially through Longwood
University.
Family Preservation Services was also present at
the Showcase, discussing their community services
including counseling services, focus on at-risk
youth, as well as school and home-based services.
Independent living with adults is also provided.
Family Preservation Services also works with Medicaid funding. With offices around the state, the
ADMINISTRATIVE VP: Chloe Abshire
organization is approaching 20 years old, and its
PUBLICITY CHAIR: Caitlin Hagarty
Farmville office dates from 1995. Currently, Family
Preservation Services in Farmville employs one
OFFICE MANAGER: Lauren Maners
student intern from O D U and has had Longwood
LECTURE DIRECTOR: Christi Kapinos
interns in the past. Family Preservation also claims
to give options for those looking to work with a
COMEDY DIRECTOR: Zach Sneed
Bachelor's in Psychology or Sociology.
NOVELTY DIRECTOR: Lauren Ginder
Providing options and welcome to Longwood
students,
there are local employers that students
MAINSTAGE DIRECTOR: Ryan Downey
should invest time and thought in. Many times,
the best opportunities are close to home. Prince
for BANDS AND SECURITY: Brittney Wright Edward County's menagerie of worthy hirers is
only more indication of this fact.

Congratulations to the following individuals who have accepted positions on
the Lancer Productions Executive Board for the 2011-2012 school year!
PRESIDENT: Missy Dillard
VP of MARKETING: Jamie Pappas
HISTORIAN: Cassi Summereil
MOVIE CHAIR: Stuart Paykel
PERFORMING ARTS: Erin Stanley
STREET TEAM: Katherine Buffey
COFFEEHOUSE : Thomas Bulifant
TRADITIONS DIRECTOR: Nick Creasey
ASSITANT DIRECTOR of TRADITIONS
ASSISTANT DIRECOR of TRADITIONS for HOSPITALITY: Callee Early

The Dating Coaches Give Advice I Misguided
JAMIE CLIFT

BEN CORISH

Features Editor

Contributor
O n Saturday, March 26, Lancer Productions (LP) hosted Dave Adoot and
Ethan Fixell, the "Dating Coaches,"
where they comically presented their
double dating experiences and talked
about ways Longwood students in attendance might be able to learn from
their experience and have better dates
in the future. These two made the presentation interesting in no small part
due to their very unique dating background. They had been friends since
middle school, and had been on around
200 double dates. Their style of presentation also amassed bouts of laughter
from the audience, but at the same time
kept course on its goal. These two used
their knowledge gained from double
dating, which allowed them to observe
each other handling these awkward
situations, which was why they spoke
of the advantage of double dates.
The presentation began with a short
video of their escapades, which was followed by simulations of various awkward moments while on a date. Dave
and Ethan seemed well prepared with
knowledge of Longwood's hot spots,
using familiar terms like "SPE" and
"Buffalo Street Shuffle." Some of their
points included trying to use an accent
when you talk, and various catchphrases were associated with those accents.
Not only were accents used, but funny
catchphrases were used with the accents. Many of the phrases were rather
raunchy, which the audience could not
help butroarwith laughter at. The audience played a large role in the discourse of die show, especially towards
the end.

//i
' D o you guys have any
idea where w e are?" I asked
my friends Will and Jessie.
Neither of them had a clue.
It was Friday, March 11; we
had left Longwood for spring
break and w e were on our
way to Highland County and
thejunlimited foodstuffs of the
52nd Annual Highland County
Maple Festival.

Photo By: Stephen Hudson

Dave and Ethan entertained the crowd of Longwood students with funny skits and songs.
To close out the show, Dave and Ethan wood was a good campus, and that
held a mock bachelor session, where the audience was a good one which
three gentlemen were selected from they were easily able to communicate
the audience, as well as one lady. The with. The Longwood students themthree men sat on one side of a curtain, selves seemed especially pleased with
while the lady sat on the other, unable Dave and Ethan's performance, and
to see the three men. She then proceed- afterwards, several had questions of
ed to ask them questions about com- their own for the duo. Junior Stephamon dating etiquette, like what they nie Chapman wondered what the
would do when taking someone out on worst date the two had ever been on
afirstdate, or what song they would was, to which they recalled a double
serenade them with. In the end, the date in Philadelphia where they were
bachelorette chose one of these three hooked up with two meth addicts. As
candidates based on their answers, and expected, it turned out these two meth
all the candidates wererevealed.In the addicts only wanted to meet up with
end, the writer of this article was cho- them in order to obtain meth.
At the end of the night, the perforsen, and the two exchanged a dance on
mance
turned out to be a wonderful
stage.
experience.
As stated before, the stuAfter the show, Dave and Ethan were
interviewed about how Longwood dents loved it, and it proved to be very
compared to the other campuses they informative on the topic of what stuhad performed at, and what their opin- dents can do to spice up their dating
ions were. They reported that Long- experience.

How Much is Too Much?
SARAH CLA^K

Cdhtributor

You've heard it—watch your "serving size "or better yet "portion control". What exactly does that mean? A
serving size is a standardized amount
of food, such as a cup or an ounce; it is
used in comparing similar foods. Serving sizes are stated on the food labels. It
is important to know serving sizes because you should know the fat, sodium
and sugar content of the foods or liquids you eat and drink
Standard serving sizes can be compared to regular everyday objects so
it can be easier toremember.A simple
item like a baseball can be used to measure several one-cup food servings,
such as: raw leafy greens, broccoli,
carrots, cooked vegetables, yogurt (8
ounces), flaked cereal, cooked pasta,
popped popcorn, strawberries, chicken
pot pie (8 ounces), chili, French fries (10
fries), lo mein, pudding, macaroni and
cheese, an apple and a 3-inch square of

ex III

lasagna.
The bulb part of a lighfbulb can be
used as areferenceto one-half of a cup
servings in foods such as mashed potatoes, frozen yogurt, ice cream, cooked
rice, dooked beans, blueberries, and
grapes (about 16 small grapes). A cassette tape can be used toreferencethe
serving size of 3 ounces of tofu and a
slice of bread. A checkbook is the serving size of 3 ounces of cooked fish, a
sub, and one burrito.
A slice of cake (3.5 ounces), hamburger 3 ounces of chicken Parmesan, one
piece of fried chicken, and 3 ounces of
meat servings can all be compared to a
deck of cards. A golf ball is equivalent
to one-forth of a cup of almonds (about
23 almonds), pistachios (12 pistachios),
walnut halves (about nine walnut
halves), raisins, dried fruit (about one
ounce) and two tablespoons of hummus.
A package of dental floss is equivalent
to the serving size of one ounce of chocolate and a two-inch square brownie.

theViËe

One poker chip is a serving size of one
tablespoon of butter, margarine, salad
dressing, mayonnaise, olives (about
five), and two poker chips are equivalent to a cookie.
A six-ounce tuna can is the serving
size of one bagel (3-4 inches). A compact disc can be compared to a waffle
or pancake and one-ounce of lunchmeat. The serving size of one biscuit,
one muffin, or a two-ounce cinnamon
roll is a hockey puck. The length of a
pencil (about eight inches) can be used
as a serving size of an ear of corn of a
banana. A computer mouse is the serving size of a potato and three dice is the
serving size for 1-1/2 ounces of hard
cheese.
Comparing serving sizes to every day
items is a simple way to make sure you
don't overindulge at meals and snacks.
A great resource for you to visually see
portion sizes is http://www.webmd.
com / diet / healthtool-portion-sizeplate. Remember it is never too late to
start eating healthy.

joy while you're young and single and
fabulous. But remember, the life of a
Rotunda Reporter
Woo Girl is not meant to be forever. If s
D o you ever notice those girls at the supposed to be a temporary thing. For
club or the bar who are just so ridicu- your early college years, your twenties
lously excited for absolutely no reason maybe, but definitely not forever. At
at all? Those are what you call "Woo some point you have to. grow up and
Girls". These are the girls that get stop shouting!
N o w if you're a Boo Girl, stop it. Stop
hype when their favorite song (or any
being
so negative all the time. You will
song) comes on and obnoxiously yell
never
get out of your boo-love-is-for"Wooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!" These women are
completely and utterly ecstatic about losers mentality if you keep it up. Being
life. There is nothing you could do or a Boo Girl is okay every now and again.
say to them that would ruin their good Sometimes you need to be the one on
mood. They are not angry or bitter at all. the outside looking in judging the Woo
They're a little bit annoying, but only Girls andrealizingthat nothing in life
if you are an outsider. If you are not a is that darn exciting. But sometimes if s
woo girl you are a boo girl Boo girls are okay to be a Woo Girl and live it up for
angry and bitter and there is nothing that one night only! Stop being such a
you could do or say to lift there mood. Negative Nancy and enjoy life.

TARA CARR

These girls are the ones in the background going "Booooooooooooooo"
while the Woo Girls are dancing and
yelling and cheering.

To move from a Woo Girl to a Boo Girl
is easy. If s called growing up. Get a reality check at some point in the future
and grow up. But don't let that Woo
If you're a Woo Girl, good for you. Stay Girl in you die completely. Sometimes
positive and keep living it up with your if s okay to let her back out every now
single gals on the ladies nights out. En- and again. But to make the transition

from Boo to Woo is no easy task. You
have to will yourself to be happy and
carefree. More importantly, yov have
to surround yourself with Woo Girls
(or others willing to attempt to wooo).
You cannot and will not woo alone.
(Hence why you always see Woo Girls
in groups of three or more). You have
to make it a mission before you leave
the house that you are going to woo at
some point in the night out. Set the goal
and follow through.
A 'Woo girl' - a single girl who loves
to go out partying and constantly
shouts "woooooo!"
"She's A Woo Girl" (How I Met Your
Mother)

How to Go From Boo to Woo
1.

2.

Get some liquid courage
Look fabulous
G o out with other Woo Girls
Step outside your comfort zone
If you get bored, move to a new

3.
4.
5.
location

FEATURES
COLUMN

It was around eight o'clock
at night and w e were only about an hour outside
of Farmville, but it felt like w e were a universe
away. W e were somewhere in the middle of
Virginia, on a road lined with signs that told us it
was the "Constitution Route."
It passed cow pastures, went over enormous
hills where hairpin turns took us around menacing rocky outcroppings, and was lined with huge
pine trees which all seemed to lean toward the
road. There were almost no houses. I drove my
car down this road as quickly as possible, just
wanting it to end. The movie "Deliverance" came
to mind. W e could almost hear the banjos over
the fantastic mix CDs Will had made for the trip.
As I took an incredibly sharp turn that caused
Jessie to fall over in the back seat, I thought back
to the cause of our dilemma.
It all started last Christmas. I got my GPS as a
present from my mom because I was taking my
car back to Longwood for the spring semester.
I was incredibly excited because I have a bad
habit of getting lost. (Once, I was trying to get
to Midlothian, took a wrong turn, and stopped
on the side of Interstate 64 to ask construction
workers for help; this story didn't make my mom
super happy).
So I happily opened the box, chose the voice,
updated the maps, downloaded a car that looks
like my car and a littleridinglawn mower my
brother insisted I needed, and attached the nifty
little suction cup thing to my windshield. Finally,
ready toreceivetravel guidance, I dubbed my
GPS Leslie; Ifiguredit needed a name since it
talked.
It felt like w e had been on this road forever.
W e passed through a couple little towns while
traveling down "Constitution Route," including
Scottsville; they were no help because all of the
stores were closed and there were no people to
be seen. These towns only served as an assurance
that we were still in therightstate or at least on
therightplanet. I was only able to breathe a sigh
ofreliefwhen w efinallymade it safely to 1-64
and Staunton. Then I knew where w e were.
I remember apologizing to Leslie for all of the
mean things I had said to him in the past hour.
I assured him that I had never lost faith in his
guiding ability. However, part of mereallywas
angry with Leslie, this wasn't thefirsttimehe
had scared, confused, or frustrated me.
ThefirsttimeLeslie guided me to Longwood, I
went down several strange back roads, through
subdivisions, and past areallycreepy old church
and a lime green house covered in red bows. But
though I wasreallynervous on this trip, I avoided all toll booths and got to Longwood almost 45
minutes faster than usual.
I guess the GPS has never actually failed me.
I've always gotten exactly where I was trying to
go, but there's something scary about putting all
of your trust into atinyelectronic device that tells
you where to turn left orrightbased on maps
that are always being made obsolete and guidance from satellites that are thousands of miles
away. Leslie still doesn't know about the subdivision in my hometown that was built about four
years ago, and he still thinks that Madison Street
goes all the way through campus. One time, he
glitched and thought I wasn't on a road when I
was. When herealizedhis mistake, I was about
five miles ahead of where he thought I was.
Sometimes, he tells me to "turn left" about a mile
before I'm supposed to, so I freak out looking for
where I'm supposed to turn.
But despite the problems I've had with traveling with my GPS, I'm pretty sure I'll keep doing
it until he leads me into a lake or something.
Even though I might feel lost sometimes, I know
that if I follow the purple line Leslie is showing
me, I will eventually find my destination. The
threat of being taken on a non-traditional route
only adds drama and intrigue to the trip. I may
occasionally curse at Leslie and I question his
judgment very often, but ultimately, I trust him.

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer
and does not represent the views of The Rotunda or
Longwood University.
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'Battle: Los Angeles:' Action and Aliens Abound
resources. Nantz and therestof his platoon eventually find a way to eliminate
Sports Editor
the alien threat and try their hardest to do
so.
Over the years, I have lost track of how
I won't go into any more details about
many times the city of Los Angeles has
the plot, as the story of "Battle: L.A." rebeen destroyed in movies. "Independence
ally advances through its action scenes.
Day," "The Day After Tomorrow," and
The
best thing about thisfilmis that it
other alien invasion and disaster films
focuses solely on thefightfor L.A. instead
have taken their turn at leveling L.A.
of taking a broader approach. That allows
Now, "Battle: Los Angeles" takes a crack
for more intimate storytelling and characat destroying the City of Angels. "Battle:
ter development as thefilmfollows this
L.A." is set in the present day, Aug. 11,
group of Marines and civilians. It is not
2011 to be exact. That is the date when a
global alien invasion begins. All of the ma- often that you care about the characters in
an action movie like this.
jor cities around the world are attacked,
In my opinion, "Battle: L.A." accomincluding L.A. So, expect an alien invaplished
that. I felt the struggles that those
sion on that date later this year (I say that
Marines
went through as they lost their
jokingly, of course). The Marines at Camp
Pendleton are mobilized and arrive in L.A. comrades during the course of the film.
to defend against the assault and evacuate There is some hackneyed dialogue about
duty and honor, but the same can be said
civilians.
about otherfilmsfeaturing the military.
The main character in the film is Staff
Ramón Rodriguez, Michelle Rodriguez,
Sergeant Michael Nantz, played by Aaron
Bridget Moynahan, Michael Peña, and
Eckhart. Nantz had planned to retire from
R & B artist Ne-Yo all make appearances in
the Marine Corps, but the attack forces
the film. Overall, I thought "Battle: L.A."
him to go into battle one last time. H e
was well-cast.
and his fellow Marines work their way

BEN MAITLAND

through neighborhoods,fightingoff the
alien onslaught. As thefightingintensifies,
Nantz loses more and more of his fellow
Marines. It is discovered that the alien
horde has invaded the Earth for its natural

Ptioto By: Miche*« Moodhe
Hollywood, California geared up for the new action packed film "Battle: Los Angeles."

The action scenes are pretty intense,
although thefilmis extremely loud. The
camera did jerk around quite a bit, but I
thought that was an effective tool to enhance the chaos of the action scenes. The

firefights between the Marines and the
aliens are some of the best I've seen in a
movie, sciencefictionor otherwise.
"Battle: L.A." is not for everyone. Some
people will find it over the top, while
some will find itreasonenough to stand

and cheer. I found myself leaving the
movie theater feeling uplifted and ready
tofightshould an alien attack actually
occur. I guess the next thing I should be
asking is where to sign up.

'Red Riding Hood:' A Bitten Man is a... Oh, Yeah He's Cursed
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
"Red Riding Hood,"retellingthe traditional fairy tale with a mature, new-age
twist, appears as a mixed bag among
current cinema-going options. Starring
Amanda Seyfried as the Red Riding Hood
Valerie, the movie makes two large departures: the titular character is in her early
twenties and the wolf is a werewolf.
Red Riding Hood's medieval town can't
remember a time when it was not terrified
by the wolf, sating it for over a decade
with tethered goats until it murders
Valerie's sister. Valerie, already divided
Photo Courtesy: coMdar.com
between marriage to the son of a richer
Twilight" director takes on the classic tale of "Little Red Riding Hood" but adds several surprising twists.
family (Max Irons) and lust for her steamy
affect us. His ironic death by the brother
young wood chopper (Shiloh Fernandez),
age mysticism and symphonic rock endof the man he mercilessly killed weighs on
is frightened and in mourning all at once.
ing with multiple deaths. Father Solomon
us as heavily as a snow flake.
Then, both of her options go off to kill the proceeds to put the fear of god in everyRelated to the character dilemma, "Red
wolf.
one and things get way out of hand.
Riding
Hood" gave us scenes and relaProblems
with
"Red
Riding
Hood"
The father of one is killed,revealinga
tionships
that were useless in ways that
include structure and execution. Too many
dark, forbidden family secret, and a gray
did not expand the universe. In one such
characters show up too quickly and talk
wolf's head is brought back to town on
instance we are told that one dead characto no effect. Father Solomon's soldiers,
a pike. Just to make sure, the local clergy
ter is the father of another dead character,
the
fiancee's
father
and
the
autistic
village
and others call famed werewolf hunter
both of whom are dead in such a manner
child have no substance and appear as
Father Solomon (Gary Oldman) who
as to not worry anyone's development.
cannon fodder. The entire appearance of
educates the people on what exactly is
When it comes to plot twists and diverFather Solomon does little for the story
happening. Despite his crying children
sions, we should know that coy and barely
other than familiarize us with what we
and exotic foot soldiers, most of them do
know and give us a moral that doesn't
noticeable look nothing alike.
not believe him. They throw a gigantic
bash charged with backgrounds of new

However, to thefilm'scredit, some
interesting work is done between Valerie,
her father, her grandmother, and her lover.
In this small circle of characters, interesting scenes are created and the roles in the
original are twisted brilliantly. Valerie, if
given some breathing space, is an open
book of gender roles and social status. In
one scene, she is put in an iron mask and
observes the changing attitudes of her
former companion^ when she is named a
, vyitch. Her grandmother and father live at
the margins of society and care for Valerie
at their own expense. The young woodcutter also cares for Valerie no matter what
but, clothed in clichés and melodrama,
you can hardly smell his motivations.
While much it seemed glossy, the medieval setting is also something to admire.'
Setting was executed well in thisfilmwith
dramatic and standout landscapes even in
the characters' imaginings of the future.
Costume was well suited to characters and
beautifully mundane.
Over all, "Red Riding Hood" is a movie
that does a lotreversingroles and exposing perceptions and constraints on people
where they live. However, it could have
done it more smoothly, more stream-lined
and more truthfully. Instead it went the
route of popular melodrama and destroyed all hope of exposing its important
bits by trying to interest a certain crowd
hankering for a certain romance.

The Adjustment Bureau:' Supernatural Meets Reality
BENJAMIN CORISH

Rotunda Reporter
"The Adjustment Bureau," a sciencefiction thriller directed by George Nolfi,
is an excitingfilmwith a very intriguing
plot. While certain aspects of thefilmare
rather supernatural, such as hats that can
change what lies beyond certain doors, the
characters are still veryrelatable,and the
protagonist of the story must find a way
to change the "plan" that has been set for
him in order to be with the one he loves.
The movie begins by introducing us to
David Norris, a young and likable man
in N e w York City who is running for a
position in the United States Senate. Prior
to one of his hearings, he is rehearsing
his speech in arestroom, when a woman
pops out of one of the stalls and explains
to him that she overheard his speech.
They converse, and she encourages him to
be more original and honest in his words.
Afterwards, they kiss before she rushes off
in a hurry. A few days later, he runs into
this woman, Elise, on a bus. Meanwhile,
one man in a suit is telling an apparent
co-worker to make sure Norris spills his
coffee at 7:05 A M . Norris runs into these

men, as well as others from this "Adjustment Bureau" at work later, when he finds
them seizing his boss. They take him to
another room and inform him they are a
group responsible for planning the lives of
everyone in N e w York City. They tell him
he has been living according to their plans
thus far, but that he was not supposed to
meet Elise, and that he must not see her
again. They go as far as burning the phone
number she gave him. David loses contact
with Elise for three years.
Three years later, in which David takes
the same bus every day in hopes of meeting Elise again, hefinallymeets her by
chance, tells her he "lost" her number, and
the two of them reconnect. The Adjustment Bureau once again tries to separate
the two, but David refuses, determined
this time not to lose Elise. They try to ruin
his efforts to see a performance of hers,
but he runs across town, escaping them
and making it to her performance. This
ends with one of the important heads of
the Adjustment Bureau telling David they
tried toreasonwith him.
David laterfindsout his being with Elise
is holding her back in her dancing career,
and must separate himself from her so he

—
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Matt Damon stars In the new film The Adjustment Bureau" that has a supernatural twist
does not bring her down. Unable to tell
Elise of the Adjustment Bureau, David
ends up in a situation where he makes
Elise angry with him, and there is nothing he can do about it. Thefilmends in
wonderful fashion which should not be
spoiled.
O n a rating scale, this movie would

deserve four-and-a-half stars out offive.It
has a very well-developed plot and relatable characters. There are enough supernatural elements in the movie to make it
interesting, but they are not used to the
point where the whole movie is rendered
ridiculous.

Film Festival: Películas Fantasticas
Venezuela, where they go their separate ways. Of course,
Che goes on to become the famous communist revolutionFeatures Editor
ary whose face graces countless green T-shirts.
Overall, the event was a success, many students came
Whafs better than a free movie and free cookies? Not
and took notes to get some form of extra credit for Spanish
much.
classes; others came just for the fun of it. Either way, their
O n Wednesday, March 23, just before 7 p.m., Farmville extrek through the storm was probably worth it. The audience
perienced "wind gusts of around 60 mph" and a "torrential
genuinely seemed to enjoy thefilm.The language barrier
downpour" according to all of the weather websites. But this
didn't seem to affect the experience at all. They laughed,
didn't keep Spanish students and foreignfilmlovers alike
gasped, and showed various other sorts of emotion as the
from attending the opening night of the Spanish Language
men continued on their epic journey.
Film Festival. Wygal Auditorium was pretty well-packed.
None of it would have happened without all of the
At the door, students, who were generally soaked, were
hard work of the Spanish Club, especially President Mary
greeted by many excited members of the Spanish Club,
Hoover. "This was her English 400 Project," explained feland were met with a table full of cookies and fruit punch.
low club member, Melyssa Ferrell, "She wrote letters to get
Many Spanish professors and Spanish majors were present,
sponsors for this and everything."
speaking Spanish. As everyone took their seats, the typical
"Itreallytook a lot of hard work to get it all together,"
pre-movie chatter could be heard in two languages, which
Ferrell said.
made for an interesting experience.
Thefilmgot off to a bit of a late start, likely due to the bad The purpose of the event wasn't just to show students a
weather delaying the arrival of some moviegoers. "Vamos," really great movie, but to promote diversity and show stushouted a few of the audience members, anxious to get the dents that not all Spanishfilmscome from Spain or Mexico.
movie going. During the wait, some wondered if the whole "They're all very different," she said.
film was in Spanish or not; it was. But for the Spanish-chal- Hoover seemed very pleased at the turnout for the event,
especially in light of the weather. She encouraged students
lenged, there were subtitles.
Before starting the film, Mary Hoover, president of the to come out to the remaining events of the Festival.
So don't fret if you missed "The Motorcycle Diaries;" there
Spanish Club went on stage to thank everyone for coming
are
still several chances to see other excellent Spanish lanout and told them a little bit about thefilmand the Spanish
guagefilms.The events are open to all students, not just
Language Film Festival.
The featured film that evening was "The Motorcycle Dia- those who are taking Spanish classes. Every Wednesday, at
ries," a touchingfilmabout the life of the young Che Gue- 7 p.m. in, the Spanish Club will be showing afilm.Tonight,
vara, who traveled across all of South America with a good the film "De Nadie" or "Border Crossing" will be shown.
friend. O n their adventure, the wealthy young men encoun- O n April 6, you can enjoy "Volver." April 13 is "Maria Full
ter the injustices of society while befriending miners, lepers, of Grace," and on April 20, "Valentin." A movie is also
and nuns. They experience a wide variety of obstacles on planned to be shown for April 27.

JAMIE CUFT

their journey, but manage to make it to their destination,

Don't Get Sucker Punched
AMIR MOSLEY

Contributor

If you are willing to throw away all
forms of logic and reason for visual
effects and entertainment, then this is
the movie for you. I went to see "Sucker Punch" with a group of six other
people and upon leaving the theater,
no one had any idea about a plot or
linear story. The story jumps from the
1950s to feudal Japan to Europe during
World War I to a futuristic city overlooking Saturn. Don't get me wrong,
the visuals in this move are amazing.
The commercials all seem to advertise
this aspect as opposed to the plot because it is the movies strong point.
The movie begins with a girl being
sent away to a mental hospital. Her
mother just passed away, and her
stepfather has her locked away. Not
only does the stepfather send her to a
mental hospital, but the hospital is a
front for a gentleman's club. The new
addition, Baby Doll (Emily Browning), quickly befriends a girl named
Rocket (Jena Malone) by defending her
when assaulted by the cook. Baby Doll
quickly devises a plan to escape from
her sexual prison, and tries to gain

support from the other dancers. Their Slow motion and near-perfect computmission is to gather a series of items er graphic imaging (CGI) make every
that came to Baby Doll during her first scene a treat for the eyes. The visuals
dance. She is visited, in her mind, by perfectly match the scene and mood.
a wise man (Scott Glenn) that instructs The inside of the mental hospital has
her on how to escape. The other danc- a gray tint, while a snowy dusk has a
ers tag along and the group is formed. light blue tint. This aspect is the movA n interesting aspect of this movie ie's strong side.
At the end of the movie, I was unis that you never get to witness the
dancing. All of the battle scenes you sure as to what did and did not hapsee in the commercials occur while pen. The death toll was like that of a
the dancing happens. The fighting Shakespearean tragedy. It is ironic that
is completely mental and possibly the movie does not have enough of a
symbolic, veiled behind an ambigu- plot to connect to the characters, so
ous metaphor. It would seem that the their deaths are not the biggest deal.
battles arefightsfor chastity and inno- This movie contains a lot of tragic mocence while locked within this impure ments, but the characters are not symworld. "Sucker Punch" manages to pathetic enough for them to matter
simultaneously support the "girl pow- that much.
er" stance as well as degrades woman
Overall, I would give this movie four
and portrays them as sex objects. With out of ten for plot, but an eight for
guns, swords, mini-skirts, and reveal- visual effects. There are many "wtf"
ing tops, these women become walk- moments, and many scenes that will
ing contradictions designed to attract take your breath away. The duality of
the boys and inspire the girls.
"Sucker Punch" is all too obvious to be
ignored.
In one aspect, it is too beauThe special effects and visual aspect
of this movie make it worth the lack tiful to be denied, but in another it is
ofreason.Explosions, guns, cute girls, comically absurd. If you want nothing
and more explosions- this is "Sucker but pure entertainment, watch it, but if
Punch." Thefilmoften has an overlay- you want a movie to make you think
ing color to help enhance the scenes. and feel, look elsewhere.

'Beastly:' Grown Up Beauty & Beast
"The Notebook" or "Pride and Prejudice," the plot may
come
off as juvenile or too quick, though you may reconContributor
sider after watching a sweaty Alex Pettyfer work out during
Tattoos, boils, and scars, if areaderof the novel "Beastly" thefirstfiveminutes of the movie. Sorry, gentlemen, this is
definitely a "chick flick." Which means if s not a good idea
knew this was what their hero was going to look like, they
to watch this with a significant other, ladies, spare them the
might not consider seeing their beloved book turned into
romance. You don't want your date whipping the drool off
film.
of his arm as you ask him, "Why don't you write me long
As the title suggests, this is a Beauty and the Beast story
love letters to tell me you love me? Or take me to a lake
with more than a few modern day twists. It still follows the
house for the fun of it?" Not saying thafs what all women,
trends of the fairy tale, like a handsome young man (Alex
or even a few men, want, but let's be honest, this romance
Pettyfer) lacking love for others, a witch (Mary-Kate Olsen)
was intended for the romantics.
to cast the spell, and a beautiful maiden (Vanessa Hudgens)
There were a few artistic points thatreallymade the film
there toreversethe spell. Though, if one were to compare
this to the book version of this over-told plot, they might be worth seeing, besides the romance. The beast didn't look
like a gruesome ball of fur, but a man who had raging boils,
disappointed in a few changes.
metallic scars, and fantastical tattoos that morphed along
Is this ancient story worth watching over again?
with the seasons. It was definitely a commentary, on HolIt does have a few unexpected changes in plot and characlywood's part, of what is seen as beautiful and ugly.
ters; such as a snarky blind man (Neil Patrick Harris) as the
The landscape of the sunniest and even bleakest parts of
Beasf s mentor, and thereasonthat the Beauty stays at this
New
York made it interesting enough to watch, as well. And
terriblyrichguy's house is because her father killed a man
over his drug addiction. Some pretty heavy material for a even though many people were probably expecting to see
story usually meant for children. However, that" s one of the a bad review of Hudgens's acting style, her character was
bearable and evenrelatableat times. The onlyrealbothperks of this modernized classic, it has its die-hard romantic
moments, but then it has its sarcasticremarkswhipped out ersome part of the film was when the Beast followed the
Beauty around New York, until he officially met her.
so the whole movie isn't too over-bearing to watch.
So if you're planning to go see funflickwith a few friends,
Though, it hits straight to the heart of its intended audithis is definitely one to consider.
ence: females.
So if you go into this movie expecting an equivalent to
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Hollywood
Walk of Fame
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor

E v e n if you've never
been to Hollywood, you've
probably heard of something called the Hollywood
Walk of Fame. It is located
in the Red Carpet District
of Hollywood and the walk
covers some twenty plus
miles, spanning over HolA&E
lywood Boulevard and Vine
COLUMN
Street. The walk originated
in the year 1960 with about
2,500 stars, 948 of which were
blank and 1,558 of which were dedicated to
Hollywood's past 'stars.' The walk was supposed to stop at Sycamore, but was expanded in
1994 to La Brea Avenue. And I don't think it will
stop there because Hollywood isn't going to die
out anytime soon.
But what does it take to earn a star on the
Walk? The simple truth is: Not much. The process isn't as selective as it is random. In short,
the stars are awarded to those that seem to best
represent Hollywood. They go to talk show
hosts, radio personalities, singers, songwriters, producers, actors, actresses, theatre groups;
basically anyone who encompasses the persona
or desired image of Hollywood. That is, those
who are glamorous, wealthy, talented, and
hard-working. But then, the stars haven't just
been awarded to people; there are two dogs and
a handful of animated characters on the walk,
including Lassie, Rin Tin Tin, Tinker Bell, Snow
White, and Winnie the Pooh. One location has
even been awarded a star: Disneyland.
I wasrecentlyin Hollywood, California, and
for thefirsttime ever I was able to see and walk
the stars. I did so for almost four hours and my
fascination with them was long-lived. In fact, I
took about thirty pictures of stars alone, because
thafs the other side of these stars. They are first
and foremost meant to be a commemoration to
the few-and-far-between people of greatness
and fame, but they are also meant to attract the
tourists. Tons and tons of tourists. There are
over 10,000 visitors each year who come to walk
the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Why? Because
it's free, easy, and to some, a classic must-do
activity for anyone who visits the west coast.
While half of me would like to concede that
the concept is utterlyridiculous(because I do
in some way think it is), I have to admit to its
rather simple brilliance. The stars are simple
and fairly easy to maintain while what they represent is priceless in their own small way. They
represent an idea. Theyrepresenthistory and
the names of those who altered it into what it is
today. And to me thafs amazing. I think anyone
and everyone who makes a mark in the world
in both small and large ways should be recognized, and thafs what the Hollywood Walk of
Fame is doing now and has been doing for so
many years. In their own way the stars are a
tombstone to the artists and actors who have
passed away. And people actually use them as
such, placingflowerson their stars on the day
of their birthdays as a way of celebrating their
contribution to the crazy world of fame.
Each year a number of famous people are
awarded a star, but that doesn't mean the stars
will immediately appear on the walk. It can
take months, and most of the time, years for the
star to be installed in the walk. One example
is John Denver. It took his star 15 years to be
placed because they were waiting for him to
be available for an appearance. It wasn't until
his death that they finally allowed for it to be
placed. This year, 2011, a long list of celebrities will bereceivinga star, including Penelope
Cruz, Gwyneth Paltrow, Reese Witherspoon,
Donald Sutherland, Sissy Spacek, Bruce Dern,
Laura Dern, Diane Ladd, Ed Harris, The Muppets, Ridley Scott, and Kenny Ortega. And that
list is just for movie stars. Oprah Winfrey will
receive a star, as well as Danny DeVito, Tina
Fey, Neil Patrick Harris, Ed ONeill, Simon
Fuller, John Langley, and John Wells for television. For theatre, Joe Mantegna, and for recording there is Melissa Etheridge, Rascal Flatts, The
Go-Go's, Slash, will.i.am., BeBe & CeCe Winans,
Los Tigres Del Norte, Buddy Holly, and Louis
Prima. And thafs only one year. The walk will
never stop growing or adding new names because Hollywood will never stop. So while not
everyone can win an Oscar or a Grammy, for
those who want to leave a mark on the streets
of Hollywood, they simply have to add a bit of
themselves to the image of it.

This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood University.

Don't Tell Avril Lavigne Goodbye with New CD
do not differentiate much, at least the rhythms
and sounds in each song do. I despise when
an artist releases a new album and every song
One of the people I think of when I hear sounds exactly the same. But Avril's longstand"middle school" is a person I never met. She ing presence in the music industry has taught
started the trend of wearing a wife-beater and a her to have diverse instrumentals.
Herfirstsong "Black Star" unfortunately has
tie. She is responsible for people singing "...she
was a skater boy, she said see ya later boy..." She an advertising vibe because she is promoting
her new fragrance. It is short but the sounds are
is Avril Lavigne.
However because of her fourth album "Good- twinkly and airy. In fact, I wish she elaborated
bye Lullaby," Avril Lavigne is categorized un- on it because it has potential to be a meaningful
der my college years too. The C D was released song.
"What the Hell" is the song that radio stations
March 4. Normally, I do not like singers or
bands that attempt to reinvent themselves after have been playing so you might recognize it.
years of inactivity. Like when The Spice Girls re- Essentially it's about experimenting, being free,
united a few years ago I was furious, so I refusedand doing what you want despite other people's
to listen to their new songs. I admit I may be judgments.
"Push" reflects how two people must actively
biased towards Avril since I liked her in middle
participate
in a relationship. It sounds like she
school, but "Goodbye Lullaby" is decent. It has
14 songs, with the first one promoting her new wants to get back with a previous lover because
fragrance and the last one an extended version she is convinced "this is love."
"Wish You Were Here" is about memories that
of her song from the recent "Alice in Wonderland." Since I am cheap I went onto YouHibe she doesn't want to let go of. The person she is
and listened to her songs while reading the lyr- singing about is not presently in her life, so she
has to rely on past experiences. I love the lyric
ics.
Lately, my musical mind has been cherishing "There's a girl who gives a s*** behind this wall"
Photo CourtMy: cdn.idolator.com
the lyrics more than the sounds in songs, so for because she tries to appear strong even though Avril Lavigne's new album was released March 4. This CD Is more popular among females.
each of Ami's new songs I jotted down the mes- she is a wreck inside.
tions because they are so strong.
"Smile" was not One of my favorites because cool.
sages I found. Honestly, her lyrics remind me
"Goodbye" seems like a post break-up song.
"Everybody Hurts" is comforting to listen to
of Taylor Swift, with the exception of mention- she screams more than she sings. However her
She
admits still loving this person even though
description
of
falling
in
love
at
first
sight
is
the
ing tattoos and alcohol. In addition, Avril is in
if you are feeling lonely and depressed because
they
are no longer together. Her voice and the
her late twenties so I feel like her lyrics are a bitopposite of loud and heated. Thefirsttime she it reminds you that we all have low moments.
immature for her age. One difference between sees this person is a moment of hope, so inevi"Not Enough" talks about how her needs are instruments blend together so well.
"Alice," her song from "Alice in Wonderland,"
tably
she
smiles.
a singer like Taylor Swift and Avril Lavigne is
unfulfilled, so she decides to give up and move
nicely
displays her vocal range. The lyric "I'll
that I expect Taylor's music to be about boys and "Stop Standing There" represents the confu- on.
broken hearts. In middle school Avril covered sion at the start of a relationship. She sings
"4 Real" reminds me of the lyrics in "I Love get by, I'll survive" is an important message for
these popular issues, but it seems like three al- about how she is waiting for this person to showYou" because she admits feeling a connection to whatever mess you mayfindyourself in.
I picture this album being more popular with
bums later, these themes haven't evolved, even a sign of commitment. In her head, questions this person because they make her feel secure.
are ruminating, but all she can do is want an- To her, the connection seems genuine, but she females than males because it captures the specthough Avril has.
trum of emotions that stem from love (and
wonders what the other person thinks.
. I know that interpersonal relationships are swers instead of getting them.
"I Love You" is about her affection towards a
"Darlin" is about a person you care about go- females are infamous for "being emotionallyinevitable in life, but I wish Avril's songs had
more variety. The lyrics are repetitive and some- person. She wonders if the feelings are mutual, ing through a hard time, and how she realizes based"). However anyone who has been in a
relationship, even in a friendship, canfindlyrics
times I mentally accuse her of chanting. I like and emphasizes how she loves their personal- love is the best form of support.
her occasional F-bomb because I think it adds ity (in addition to liking their external self)- The "Remember When" has a nostalgic vibe. It's to relate to on this album.
strength to her emotions. Although the lyrics combination of a guitar with thudding beats is about how she feels like a victim of her emo-

ERINN LARSON

Contributor

Bachelor' Season Finale
BROOKE JENKINS

Contributor

O n the seasonfinaleof "The Bachelor," the last
two women meet Brad's family in Cape Town, South
Africa. Tears areflowingwhen Brad meets up with
his mom, Pam, and twin brother Chad. Brad tells his
family that he will be proposing at the end of the show,
which makes them very excited for him and his future
fiancée.
Chantai is the first to meet Brad's family and she proclaims her love for Brad to everyone. Both the brothers are very happy to hear that she is willing to settle
down and get married if Brad proposes to her. Brad's
mom is very impressed with Chantai and says she is a
beautiful person inside and out.
Emily meets the family next and she is a little nervous atfirst.Brad's brother Wes can tell she is shyer
than Chantai. W h e n the family starts discussing the
hometown visit, Emily's daughter and past is brought
up. The whole family is in shock, but is impressed ¿hat
she has moved on from such a tragedy. Emily explains
that she will say 'yes' if Brad proposes to her. Brad's
brother wonder if Brad is ready to be a father as soon
as he gets married, but his mom says that Emily is the
one for Brad to spend his life with.
Brad and Chantai take another dive into the water,
except this time if s with a couple sharks. They both
have a great time and toast to the little adventure with
champagne and a kiss. It looks like Chantai is getting
more comfortable with being underwater. When they
get back to the hotel Chantai gives Brad a map she
made with all the places they have been marked with
red dots, which shows they have fallen in love while
traveling the world together. Brad loves Chantal's craft
and the letter she writes to go along with it.
Brad and Emily take a helicopter out to the Cape of
Good Hope for die last date of the show. They sit on
the side of a mountain and Brad tells Emily how much
his family loves her. Emily brings up the question
about if he isreadyto be a father. She is worried he is
not as fully prepared as he thinks he is. When they get
back to the hotel, Brad assures Emily that he wants
the chance to be a father, and the father to her child.
Again, Emily wants him to know that it won't always
be fun. Brad admits he's getting a little upset about
being drilled with all these questions about being a
father when he has said many times he will be there
for them both. He leaves the room feeling defeated and
confused about where he and Emily stand.
Brad picks out an engagement ring to present to the
woman he has fallen in love with. Before he can ask
that special lady, he must say goodbye to the other

HAVE YOU SEEN ME?

woman. The limo arrives with Chantal in it
and she is escorted over to Brad. H e explains
that she is an amazing woman, but he has
stronger feelings for someone else. Chantal is
brokenhearted and baffled by his decision, but
he explains that she just isn't the one for him.
Emily makes her way over to Brad, who says
she's taken his breath away every time he sees
her. Brad speaks from the heart when he tells
her that she's the one. H e nervously gets down
on one knee and asks Emily to marry him.
She accepts his proposal and explains that he
just made her the happiest girl in the world.
Their journey on "The Bachelor" has come to
an end, but their future as a couple has just
started.
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The Alumni Relations Office is
trying to track down Sally Red
and White and Gang Green
for their 1970 Reunion.
If you have these dolls or know
where they are contact Nancy
Shelton at sheltonnb@longwood.edu or 395.2029.

Now Leasing
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Two great communities, one great location!
Sunchase at Longwood
LUXURY UNDERGRADUATE

CONVENIENT LOCATION CLOSE
TO
LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY

434-392-7440

www.sunchase-longwood.com
Find us on Facebook
and Twitter\L
k

Hurry and reserve your'
apartment for the
2 0 1 1 - 2 0 1 2 year!
They are going fast!

State of the Art
10,218 square foot
Clubhouse
Business Center
Swimming Poet
Beautiful
Landscaping
Fully Equipped
Fitness Center'

APARTMENTS

4 Bedroom
Snitès
4 Full Bath
Highspeed
Internet Access
Private
Balconies
Washer/Dryer
in every Unit

The Greens, at Sunchase
SUPERIOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL

APARTMENTS

Two and three bedroom apartment homes
featuring the same great amenities as Sunchase!
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A public school with a private school cost?
NICOLE DALES

$14,000 that I found on Liberty University's site, it is
getting pretty high for what is suppose to be considered
an affordable option for education.
Tuition. It's one of the most talked about things
Everywhere I look, I can tell Longwood is hurting for
across the board when you start talking about colleges
money.
When I called my mom to inform her I needed
and universities. It continues to increase and just in my
to
pay
$50
to apply to graduate, she turned around and
2 1 / 2 years at this university I have seen it jump mulca|ls
my
brother,
of course, to check with him. He valitiple times. I am in a very fortunate position, because I
dated
the
fact
that
there was no fee associated with apcan always rely on my parents to make sure any fees are
plying to graduate, which he did in spring of his senior
taken care of. I have never had to worry about whether
year not spring of his junior year at JMU.
or not I could come back to Longwood, because I knew
The purpose of this editorial is not to bash the fee. I
my mom and dad would take care of it so I could. I realdid
not have a chance to contact anyone and confirm,
ize, however, that not everyone is in as fortunate of a
and
this fee could have a legitimate functional purpose.
position.
I
do
want to play devil's advocate, and share my initial
My brother attended James Madison University. He
thoughts that I know a lot of students share. From my
originally graduated with the class of 2009 and next
standpoint, as a student who only knew about this bemonth, he will graduate with his Master's degree. My
cause my best friend got a hold on her account because
parents have funneled a lot of money into that instituof it, I saw it as another way Longwood was attempttion, and since it's the only other college or university
ing to scrape up some more money. Which Longwood
my family has made payments for, it is the only thing
clearly needs.
my mom has to compare to. When I was a freshman
Tuition isrising.Money is scarce. One other thing to
and a sophomore, I use to get so tired of hearing about
note
-1 have no intentions of bashing Longwood, or
James Madison and how different their costs and their
the
Board
of Visitors, or anyone else. Nobody enjoys
process were.
a
tuition
increase;
I full heartedly believe that. We get
My math is not the best, but a quick look on Longwood and JMU's site gives me these stats. For the 2010- backed into a corner and it becomes a situation that is
difficult to find a solution to in thefirstplace let alone a
2011 school year, a Virginia student pays $8,984.50 per
solution that would please everyone. My push with this
semester for an undergraduate program. This includes
article is to get students to say something.
tuition, room and board and fees. JMU's website lists
People are not stepping up. People are not getting out
$3,930 for the tuition for an in-state undergraduate prothere,
telling the people who make the decisions about
gram, as well as $3,850 for room and board and an adtuition
what Longwood needs. I wonder how many
ditional $60 fee. That totals out to a cost of $7,840, which
people whoreadthis editorial even know what the
looks like it is $1,114 less than Longwood.
Student Government Association President Ben Britain Board of Visitors means. I didn't until I started working
for The Rotunda.
said the perfect thing during the SGA meeting Tuesday.
According to the website, the Board is the governA student was quoted in the Roanoke Times as saying
ing body of the university and is composed of twelve
Longwood has a private school feel. Britain expanded
members appointed by the governor and confirmed by
on that saying, "Longwood is a public university, with a
the General Assembly. They are almost always involved
private school feel and a private school cost". Although
when our tuition increases. Many students did not realwe are not quite to the level of paying the upwards of

Editor-in-Chief

Drops to:

Props to:

When: Friday April 1,2011
Where: Student Union ABC rooxas .
Tyi

May is not far away, but that still grtes us time to get
out there and say something. On Longwood's website,
under the president's office you canfinda list of the
members of the board. Take the initiative to contact
them. If that idea seems intimidating, use one of the
other avenues available. Get involved with Virginia 21,
whose purpose is to advocate for keeping tuition costs
down. Contact any Senate member to express your
concerns. You can even utilize The Rotunda by placing
comments and writing letters to the editor. Make your
voices heard before they meet and you might have an
impact on the outcome.

PROPS & DROPS
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ize the Board of Visitors met this last weekend. Many
students also didn'trealizethat another tuition increase
was being considered.
It wasfirstexpected to be about a 4-5 percent increase
in tuition, however during the meeting this past weekend, numbers such as a 10,11 and 12 percent increase
were being talked about. There are several possibilities
of why such a huge jump was being considered. Some
say that if the tuition hikes up now, it won't have to
increase again over the course of the next years. Another
idea is that the governor might put a cap on how much
tuition can increase in the future and Longwood wants
to push it through before that happens.
Regardless of thereasonwhy, the Board of Visitors
were definitely considering a tuition raise. The idea was
temporarily tabled and the Board of Visitors will meet
right after graduation in May for a special session to
deal with the issue of tuition. I am throwing this back on
the students-the ones who are impacted by the tuition
increase. Student voices are stronger, louder, and have
a bigger impact than anything else on campus. In fact, a
member of the Board of Visitors told SGA Spirit Committee Chairman Emily Van Daniker that she prefers to
hear from students directly about what they want and
what they don't want.
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Hi everyone! To get the school and community excited for Spring Weekend, inSIGHT
Events is hosting a carnival event called Springpalooza! All proceeds from the carnival
are going to benefit the summer camp program for the Longwood Center for Communication, Learning and Literacy. At Springpalooza you'llfindfood, games, face painting,
theatrical skits, music, and an awesome raffle that you won't want to miss out on. Tickets
are going sold at the door; they will be $5 and with your purchase of an entry ticket you
get 10 gaming tickets free. We know everyone is itching for the summer, so come out to
Springpalooza, have a great time, and support a program that isreallymaking a difference in the Farmville community. Invite your friends! Hope to see you there!

+ Summer is almost here!
+ The FAB being on time
+ New art on campus
+ Dr. Abrains' jokes
+ New Greek communities
+ The Big Event

• Having to walk through thunderstorms
• • Blasting heat in buildings on hot days
-Rebecca Black's "Friday"
- Tumbeasts
• Library evacuations
- Multiple assignments in one week

G e t all the benefits
of membership.

W l i W i l l l M i l M i C T h l
Female Greek Success!
Samantha Brown
Community Submission
In the past semester, N P C Greek women
have been working hard to achieve academic success as well as contributing to
the university and community at large.
The College Pan-Hellenic Council, along
with the delegates from each sorority, have
voted on and agreed to take the academic
challenge to improve our all-Greek women's GPA average by .1 by next semester.
Greek women have been showing strong
academic devotion in the past semester
with Alpha Sigma Alpha having an overall
3.2 GPA and Kappa Delta and Alpha Gamma Delta each having at least ten members
each with over a 3.5 GPA for the
fall.
As far as service, our women have also
showed their devotion not only to Longwood's campus, but to their surrounding
communities. Alpha Sigma Alpha actively
participates in Meals on Wheels and Special Olympics (which is also one of their
philanthropies) and also attended District
Days in Charlottesville this year as a chapter to learn useful strategies for improving
their chapter and Greek life as a whole.
Kappa Delta holds four annual events that
give to many important national organizations. Their Teddy Bear Run is held every
fall and raises money for the Children's
Hospital of Richmond, the Miss Longwood Pageant welcomes students from all
organizations to participate to raise money
for Child Abuse America, National Girls
Day is a day of activities with numerous
Girl Scout troops where they learn about

friendship and confidence, and National
Women's Friendship Month was founded
by Kappa Delta in 1999 in celebration of
friends and love among women. Alpha
Gamma Delta holds events each semester
to raise money for the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation. In the fall, they held
the Alpha Gam Football Slam event for
any organization to participate in; and
over spring break, they had half the chapter commit their time to the JDRF Gala
at the Jefferson in Richmond. This event
raises millions for the foundation every
year.
Finally, in showing devotion to Greek
life, our women have strived for excellence
and were recognized at the Greek Awards
in the fall semester. Kappa Delta's Mary
Catherine Hoyt received the Best of the
Best award for her cumulative 4.0 average and being highly involved on Longwood's campus. Alpha Gamma Delta had
two members receive awards. Courtney
Wright received Greek Woman of the Year
for her constant contributions to Greek life
through her service to the College PanHellenic Council as well as writing the
new Standards Board to be added to the
CPC Constitution. Whitney Beale received
the Outstanding New Member award for
her dedication to her chapter, her recent election to the College Pan-Hellenic
Council, and her involvement with many
campus organizations. Alpha Sigma Alpha
received two awards as well. Eleanor Williams was recognized as Advisor of the
Year and has served the chapter as advisor
for 30 years this year. .Samantha Steuber
also received the Shane Adcock Distinguished Contributions Award at Greek
awards.

You belong w i t h us at
Virginia Credit Union.
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NCAA
KEVIN OREEN BENMAITLAND

Wanted:
KEENAN CRUMP Conference Affiliation
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

UConn over Kentucky:

UConn over Kentucky:

UConn over Kentucky:

UConn is playing some of the best
basketball of any teamrightnow.
They have the hot hand, especially
with Kemba Walker."

Plain and simple, I can't wait to see
what Kemba Walker does on the
court next. He carries the Huskies to
the win.

Kemba Walker has led the Huskies
all season long and I see no reason
why it will stop against a young but
talented U K squad.

VCU over Butler:

VCU over Butler:

VCU over Butler:

Just about anyone on the Rams
can score. The same can be said for
Butler, but the way V C U has been
playing is scary gOod.

Shaka Smart and his boys will
continue to impress this Saturday as
they give the Bulldogs thefightof
the tournament.

The Rams have proven everyone
wrong thanks to a motivational head
coach. In order to be this year's Butler, you have to beat them first.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

Virginia Commonwealth. As a team,
V C U plays more sound basketball
and it will show on the big stage.

Virginia Commonwealth. It will be
tough to do, but I'm pulling for the
Cinderella story.

VCU. W h y not, it just seems like
it's their year even when the whole
world picked against them.

Lancers Baseball's Record Stands at 19-10
for the Lancers, as they took the win runs, but the Lancers would have a
with a 10-0 shutout. A sacrifice fly in chance to answer those runs in the
Rotunda Reporter
the third inning from senior captain eighth inning. It was not meant to be,
The Longwood Lancers baseball Brant Jones scored other senior team however, as the Keydets had a plan of
team played against Le Moyne, Vir- captain Chris Briere. Thefifthinning their own, and brought shortstop Sam
ginia Military Institute (VMI), and was where the Lancers exploded with Roberts to the mound and struck out
Bucknell during the past several runs, when freshman Scott Burkett the batter.
The following week pitted the Lancweeks. It all began with a split home scored three Lancers with a double.
ers
in road matchups^against BuckJones was later hit by a pitch and
series against the Le Moyne Dolphins,
nell.
Bucknell led 2-0 after thefirstsix
with an initial 4-3 win, followed by a freshman Matt Dickason had a run6-2 loss. The opener featured two runs scoring single. The Lancers added innings, but Longwoodtobsablfc? t6 tit
in the fourth inning by senior captain three more runs in the sixth inning it at 2-2 with the aid of senior captain
Brant Jones, as well as runs from ju- when freshman Zach Mihalko scored Brant Jones and junior Michael Sims.
nior Robby Newman and freshman with a double and a passed ball. The Bison, however, scored the winLongwood put up itsfinalruns in the ning run in the bottom of the seventh
Scott Burkett.
The Dolphins Were able to keep eighth when freshman Scott Burkett inning thanks to an RBI triple. The
later game was no contest whatsoit interesting with two runs in the scored with a two-out RBI double.
Longwood played only one game ever, in no small part due to the fact
eighth inning, but the Lancers, later
with runs from junior Michael Sims, on Tuesday, March 22 against visit- that the Bison were able to score sevproved to be too much. The second ing VMI. The Keydet's Jacob Morley en runs in the fourth inning, and the
game looked good early on, with the scored two runs at the top of the first Lancers only narrowly avoided being
Lancers leading 2-0 through four in- inning with a single. The Lancers shutout with two runs in the ninth.
nings. Le Moyne scored four runs in were able to tie it at 2-2 later in that in- The Lancers split the next doublethefifthinning thanks to hits from Pat ning when senior captain Brant Jones header with the Bison. The opener
Wiese, Brian Stinson, Kody O'Connor, scored two of his teammates. The was won by two runs the Bison scored
and Brett Botsford. The Dolphins fourth inning also proved to be an- in thefirstinning, but the second game
secured the victory with runs in the other series where the Keydets scored •the Lancers put up highlights like a
and the Lancers answered, making two-run fourth inning from freshman
sixth and seventh innings.
Adam Blankinship. The Lancers then
A third game against Le Moyne the score 3-3.
The Keydets would put up more added three runs in the sixth inning to
later on proved much more fruitful
seal the game in their
favor.
Yesterday, the Lancers came home to
Farmville and played
James Madison University of the C A A .
The Lancers and the
Dukes traded the lead
back and forth during
the game. The game
went to extra innings
and remained tied 8-8.
Longwood eventually
won in the bottom of
the eleventh inning
on an RBI from Brant
Jones. To start the
eleventh, Chris Briere
reached on a two-out
Newborn - Young Ladies and Men
throwing error followed by two walks
NEW AND LIKE NEW
that loaded the bases.
SHOP YOUR FAVORITE NAMEBRAND
Jones hit a ground
ball toward third.
CLOTHES
The JMU third baseSHOPPES AT COLLEGE PARK
man tried to make the
force out at third base,
1415C S.MAIN ST FARM VILLE 434-391-3303
but Dickason was safe
Sun.-Closed Mon.-Thurs-10-5:30 Fri -10-7 Sat. 10-4
on the play. Briere
crossed the plate to
win the game. Junior
Matt Gwaltney (4-3)
earned the win tossing afinalthree scoreless innings.
BEN CORISH

SPRING HAS SPRUNG
ADD TO YOUR WARDROBE
* Shorts * Capris * Skirts *
* Tees * Shirts * Polos * Dresses *

BUY NEW ACCESSORIES
•Handbags * Scarves * Headbands * Jewelry *
IT"S TIME TO SHOP AT

TEENS & TOTS

Show us your College ID and receive 20% off
one regular price item

T h e Big South. Can I get
an Amen for the possibility
of Longwood joining the Big
South Conference? I have
heard that the chances of the
Lancers becoming the newest member of the conference
SPORTS
are indeed high. I'm not the
first person on this campus to
COLUMN
say that this is something that
needs to happen. W e need to
join a conference for multiple reasons and the Big
South is the place for that.
One, the location is perfect. If you look at all
the schools that are members of the Big South,
several of them arerighthere in the state of Virginia. Radford, Liberty, and the Virginia Military
Institute (VMI) are all universities with ties to the
conference. W efitin the right place regionally
to be considered for membership. If you look at
the other schools in the conference, the list is as
follows: Charleston Southern, Coastal Carolina,
Gardner-Webb, High Point, Presbyterian, UNCAsheville, and Winthrop. All of those colleges
and universities are located in North Carolina
and South Carolina. That is close enough for
some really great competition to start.
Two, Longwood has proven it can compete
against some of these schools. W h o can forget the
unbelievablefinishbetween the Lancers' men's
basketball team and the High Point Panthers
from February 2010. The Lancers came away
victorious in that game as a crowd of rowdy
Longwood faithfuls stormed the court. I'm
not sure how the people at the media table felt
about almost being trampled. However, joining
a conference would surely enhance the reward
of coming out on top in those close games. That
would especially be the case against conference
opponents.
Three, joining a conference would help with
recruiting greatly. The more Longwood University gets its name out to prospective athletes,
the better. The Lancers' talent level is high right
now. Think about the possibilities there would
be if even more talented athletes were aware of
Longwood and its conference affiliation. Better
recruits would draw a larger fan base around
campus as more students took notice. Simply, it
would generate a lot of buzz.
Finally, being an Independent school is not
fun, at least not for the fans. Players and coaches
might feel a different way and that may sound
like too blunt of a statement, but it's the truth. If
you are an athlete at a university you want to be
able to compete for something that truly matters.
Sure, athletes compete for their schools, themselves, their teammates, coaches, etc., but there
is that one little thing that is missing. That is the
chance to play for a conference title against teams
that you can developrivalrieswith. That's one
thing Longwood really doesn't have enough of in
the athletics spectrum. Rivalries. Sure, we've had
tough battles with in-state opponents like William & Mary, James Madison, Liberty, and V C U ,
but that's still not enough. Rivalriesreallymatter
to fans and players alike. Being a conference
member can allow for thoserivalriesto take root
and blossom.
Conference affiliation could open new doors
and pave the way to new opportunities. Just lopk
at the UNC-Asheville men's basketball team.
They played their way into the N C A A Tournament after winning against Coastal Carolina
in the Big South title game. Look at the run the
V C U Rams have made in the N C A A Tournament.
They have a legitimate opportunity to make it
past the Final Four and compete in the national
title game. Think about it. That could be Longwood in a few years.
Even after I'm gone from this school, I still
want to see the Lancers do well. W h o knows, if
w e join up now and raise the level of talent on
every athletic team, we could be competing at
that level. It may sound like wishful thinking
right now, but I'm excited to see where Longwood is headed athletically.
There's an Eagles song that has the lyrics,
"There are stars in the southern sky." Well, there
are certainly star athletes here at Longwood and
they wouldfitrightin with the Big South. Say it
with me,readers:"Longwood in the Big South."
See, it has a niceringto it.
*** This editorial is an opinion statedfrythe writer and does
not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood University.

